ATLANTA 3

Item no. 30 20 08
American Beauty

Mus dolorunt. Quiande llabores aut odipien ihiligenimi, odit, ipsa apicien
iaturepra atur maxime dolendus dolores totatiorpos sendus, nonsed
eatem voluptiosae. Omnis eum idit liciatae moluptio. Eque discius, ipid ute
velecus vent re volupid que vero moluptatus antiam sam idemolluptat adis
moloribus sum nonsequias.

FEATURES

Item no. 30 20 08
American Beauty

Item no. 30 20 08
American Beauty

Flysheet fabric

68D 190T Polyester PU

Water column flysheet

3000 mm

Floor fabric

100% Polyethylene PU

Water column floor

5000 mm

Inner tent fabric

Mosquito Mesh

Poles

Fibreglass

Pegs

Steel

Total weight

1700 g

Pack size

Ø13 x 28 cm

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS

Tunnel tent construction

Inner tent can be put up separately

Tunnel tent construction

Inner tent can be put up separately

All mesh inner tent

PU coated fly sheet and floor, sealed seams

All mesh inner tent

PU coated fly sheet and floor, sealed seams

Tunnel tent construction

Light fabrics and components

Light fabrics and components

Light fabrics and components

PU coated fly sheet and floor, sealed seams

Tunnel tent construction

All mesh inner tent

Reflective guy lines

PU coated fly sheet and floor, sealed seams

Light fabrics and components

Inner tent can be put up separately

All mesh inner tent

Tunnel tent construction

Side vestibule

Light fabrics and components

PU coated fly sheet and floor, sealed seams

PU coated fly sheet and floor, sealed seams

Inner tent can be put up separately

Light fabrics and components

New Spring/Summer 2020 colours

fresh and lively or traditional muted colour

match the tent colour with your purpose and taste
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THE BRAND
For over 25 years GRAND CANYON has been promoting a modern family
adventure camping and glamping lifestyle, offering quality outdoor
equipment and camping products to value-for-money-orientated
campers, glampers and people who take delight in being outdoors with
a certain comfort and cosiness.
From tents, tarps and shelters to sleeping bags, mats and furniture GRAND CANYON provides you with all essentials for living outdoors,
combined with a lot of practical details and always a good portion of
comfort.

WE HAVE AN UNKNOWN
DISTANCE YET TO RUN,
AN UNKNOWN RIVER TO
EXPLORE.

In 2018 - with the last major brand update carried out over a decade ago
- GRAND CANYON received a fresh visual appearance as we breathed
new life into the brand with a new logo, a new colour world, new fonts
and a clear, rebooted design language to reclaim GRAND CANYON’s
place center stage - as a refreshed and modern camping brand in all sales
channels.

John Wesley Powell, explorer of the Grand Canyon

For season 2020 the new brand image and design language is finally
transported into the product design of every single GRAND CANYON
product to form one coherent, appealing assortment. We sincerely hope
that the product ranges we created and put into this workbook will
convey our fascination with being outdoors to you and your customers.
More than ever before, GRAND CANYON stands for family adventure
camping - for enjoying outdoor life and comfort camping, always with
your family and friends – never alone.
If you have any questions about the workbook you hold in your hands,
please do not hesitate to contact us. We are happy to help!
That said, let’s venture into the new world of GRAND CANYON.

WE’VE COME A LONG WAY

1993
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2007

2010

2018

GRAND CANYON NEWS
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

GRAND CANYON IS A TRUE LANGUAGE GENIUS NOW
To increase the attractiveness of GRAND CANYON for international
customers and to prepare the brand to compete on various markets
around the globe successfully, we sent GRAND CANYON to language
school. The brand now is fluent in 16 different languages, speaking
English, German, Danish, French, Japanese, Korean, Italian, Spanish,
Portuguese, Polish, Czech, Slovakian, Dutch, Turkish, Thai and Chinese!

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Starting in 2019 already, all product information on care labels and
hangtags as well as product manuals and safety instructions are provided
in all 16 languages.

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

DO YOU SPEAK F•A•B*?
Not yet? Then let the GRAND CANYON products lend you a hand as we
have trained them to speak that language - the language of *Features,
Advantages and Benefits - too. Do not be afraid - it is rather easy to learn:
Every key Feature of a product results in an Advantage compared to
other products which ultimately is translated into the Benefit for the user.
Speaking F•A•B is a powerful tool when talking about products.
Before long it will become natural to you, lifting your customer
communcation from preaching facts to conveying values - winning
customers over with benefits, not persuading them to buy features.

•

F•A•B
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
FEATURES ADVANTAGES
BENEFITS
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS 2020 & OVERALL ASSORTMENT FACELIFT
For season 2020 the GRAND CANYON assortment as you know it underwent a thoroughgoing spring clean.
All product ranges were properly dusted off, only few products were left the same.
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

With the clear target in mind to create inspiring product lines, we instilled the new GRAND CANYON brand DNA in existing
products - most notably the new colours - and added some exciting new products like APEX 1, the new geodesic single-person tent,
the innovative group tent BLACK KNOB 10, the TAHUTA SHELTERS or the HANCOCK and HATTAN mats. So there is a lot for you
to discover on the following pages.
•

•
•
•
•
•

2020
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Trekking & Camping Tents
GRAND CANYON trekking and camping tents are the perfect travel mates for hiking, biking and kayaking holidays and
weekend trips to the campsite, music festivals and garden camping with the kids. They are characterised by lightweight
quality fabrics and components, careful processing and high functionality through clever details like reflective guy lines,
vent hoods, mosquito net inserts or vestibule spaces. The range stretches from single-person tents like the brand-new
geodesic APEX 1 and the bestselling CARDOVA 1 to bigger, yet comparably light and compact dome and tunnel tents
of the ROBSON and TOPEKA series that sleep four to five people. All tents are available in two new colour ways for
season 2020 – to allow matching the tent colour with purpose and personal taste.

Information
For every trekking and camping tent GRAND CANYON provides you with a short introductory text with basic information about the tent, a chart giving the technical details, a full F•A•B list, the tent‘s dimensions and a set of product
data icons for quick reference using the following pictograms:

Hydrostatic head

Flysheet

8

Floor

GRAND CANYON

Pack size

Weight

Weight including
poles, pegs, etc.
.

Mosquito net

Vent hoods

GrandFlow

APEX 1

Item no. 33 00 00
Blue Grass

APEX 1 is the latest addition to the GRAND CANYON trekking tent range.
Its geodesic dome tent architecture and aerodynamic shape make APEX
1 an ultra strong and reliable companion for hiking, biking and kayaking.
On rocky surfaces or sand, it can be set up without any pegs. Offers plenty
of space for one to two people and personal gear. Side vestibule for wet
clothes and dirty shoes. The airy mesh inner tent keeps you safe from bugs
and can be set-up separately for great vista and climate.

FEATURES

Item no. 33 00 01
Capulet Olive

Flysheet fabric

68D 190T Polyester PU

Water column flysheet

3000 mm

Floor fabric

Polyethylene PU

Water column floor

4000 mm

Inner tent fabric

100% Mosquito Net

Poles

Fibreglass

Pegs

Steel

Total weight

2350 g

Pack size

Ø15 x 58 cm

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS
reliable protection from wind and weather

pitching without pegs

set up your tent even on hardest ground or sand

Inner tent can be put up separately

flysheet can be left off in dry climate

you can cool down or sleep under the stars

All mesh inner tent

good ventilation and unhindered outlook

great vista and climate, keeps you safe from bugs

Light fabrics and components

low weight and reduced pack size

you carry less or can bring more

PU coated flysheet and floor, sealed seams

flysheet and floor are waterproof

you stay dry – no matter the rain intensity

Side vestibule

storage space for wet or dirty gear

keeps your inner tent dry and clean

Increased width in head end

more inner tent space and increased headroom

staying in the tent becomes more comfortable

Reflective guy lines

guy lines can be spotted in the dark better

let you find your camp and prevent tripping over

New Spring/Summer 2020 colours

fresh and lively or traditional muted colour

match the tent colour with your purpose and taste

80

extraordinary wind resistance

All tent corners are held by intersecting poles

75

Geodesic dome tent construction

125

165

235

15x58 cm

2350 g

3000 mm

4000 mm

Mosquito net

Vent hoods

230
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RICHMOND 1

Item no. 33 00 02
Blue Grass

The lightest tent in the GRAND CANYON range. The low weight and the
small pack size make RICHMOND 1 a reliable companion for trekking,
hiking and camping trips. Offers plenty of space for one person and
personal gear. Great longitudinal wind resistance. Side vestibule for wet
clothes and dirty shoes. The airy mesh inner tent can be set-up separately
on a warm, starry night.

FEATURES

Item no. 33 00 24
Capulet Olive

Flysheet fabric

68D 190T Polyester PU

Water column flysheet

3000 mm

Floor fabric

Polyethylene PU

Water column floor

4000 mm

Inner tent fabric

100% Mosquito Net

Poles

Fibreglass

Pegs

Steel

Total weight

1700 g

Pack size

Ø13 x 28 cm

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS

great longitudinal wind resistance

reliable protection from wind and weather

Inner tent can be put up separately

flysheet can be left off in dry climate

you can cool down or sleep under the stars

All mesh inner tent

good ventilation and unhindered outlook

great vista and climate, keeps you safe from bugs

Light fabrics and components

low weight and reduced pack size

you carry less or can bring more

PU coated fly sheet and floor, sealed seams

flysheet and floor are waterproof

you stay dry – no matter the rain intensity

Side vestibule

storage space for wet or dirty gear

keeps your inner tent dry and clean

Long tunnel pole in head end

increased headroom

staying in the tent becomes more comfortable

Pre-bended pole arcs

increased inside space

improved sense of space and comfort

Reflective guy lines

guy lines can be spotted in the dark better

let you find your camp and prevent tripping over

New Spring/Summer 2020 colours

fresh and lively or traditional muted flysheet colour

match the tent colour with your purpose and taste

70

75

Tunnel tent construction

250
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95

65

90

180

270

13x28 cm

1700 g

3000 mm

4000 mm

Mosquito net

Vent hoods

CARDOVA 1

Item no. 33 00 03
Blue Grass

One pole – one-minute set-up. Its high ridge pole arc allows CARDOVA 1 to
be pitched in virtually no time – no matter the weather conditions. The tent
sleeps one to two people and offers some additional space for your gear
inside the cabin. Great headroom. The airy mesh inner tent of CARDOVA 1
keeps you safe from mosquitos and can be set-up separately in dry weather
conditions.

FEATURES

Item no. 33 00 25
Capulet Olive

Flysheet fabric

68D 190T Polyester PU

Water column flysheet

3000 mm

Floor fabric

Polyethylene PU

Water column floor

4000 mm

Inner tent fabric

Mosquito Net

Poles

Fibreglass

Pegs

Steel

Total weight

2200 g

Pack size

Ø13 x 56 cm

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS
you can set up quick, also in adverse weather

flysheet can be left off in dry climate

you can cool down or sleep under the stars

All mesh inner tent

good ventilation and unhindered outlook

great vista and climate, keeps you safe from bugs

Light fabrics and components

low weight and reduced pack size

you carry less or can bring more

PU coated flysheet and floor, sealed seams

flysheet and floor are waterproof

you stay dry – no matter the rain intensity

High pole arc

increased headroom

staying in the tent becomes more comfortable

Reflective guy lines

guy lines can be spotted in the dark better

let you find your camp and prevent tripping over

New Spring/Summer 2020 colours

fresh and lively or traditional muted flysheet colour

match the tent colour with your purpose and taste

115

easy handling and fast set up

Inner tent can be put up separately

110

One-pole construction

145

165

270

13x56 cm

2200 g

3000 mm

4000 mm

Mosquito net

Vent hoods

255
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TOPEKA 2

Item no. 33 00 04
Blue Grass

TOPEKA 2 is the newest member of the classic TOPEKA dome tent range –
trimmed down for smaller pack size and lower weight, yet offering plenty
of space for two person and their equipment. Great adjustable inner tent
climate through the new “GrandFlow” flysheet ventilation. The additional
vestibule pole forms a sheltered space in front of the inner tent, that shields
the inner tent from rain and provides storage space for wet and dirty gear.
TOPEKA 2 is a perfect companion for hiking and camping trips.

FEATURES

Item no. 33 00 05
Capulet Olive

Flysheet fabric

68D 190T Polyester PU

Water column flysheet

3000 mm

Floor fabric

Polyethylene PU

Water column floor

4000 mm

Inner tent fabric

Breathable Polyester

Poles

Fibreglass

Pegs

Steel

Total weight

3340 g

Pack size

Ø16 x 52 cm

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS
reliable protection from wind and weather

flysheet can be left off in dry climate

you can cool down or sleep under the stars

Innovative “GrandFlow” rear fly sheet ventilation

can be opened in stages to increase air flow

adjust your tent on warm nights and hot days

Breathable inner tent with mosquito net inserts

good inner tent climate and ventilation

circulating air ensures a good night’s sleep

Light fabrics and components

low weight and reduced pack size

you carry less or can bring more

PU coated flysheet and floor, sealed seams

flysheet and floor are waterproof

you stay dry – no matter the rain intensity

Front vestibule with front pole arc

spacious storage area for wet or dirty gear

keeps your inner tent dry and clean

Reflective guy lines

guy lines can be spotted in the dark better

let you find your camp and prevent tripping over

New Spring/Summer 2020 colours

fresh and lively or traditional muted flysheet colour

match the tent colour with your purpose and taste

120

great space, easy set-up and all-round wind stability

Inner tent can be put up separately

115

Classic dome tent construction plus vestibule

165

160

280

16x52 cm
210
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3340 g

3000 mm

4000 mm

Mosquito net

Vent hoods

GrandFlow

ROBSON 2

Item no. 33 00 06
Blue Grass

ROBSON 2 is the newest of the GRAND CANYON tunnel tents. Its
constant inner tent height and the front vestibule make ROBSON 2 an ideal
companion for trekking, hiking and camping trips. Offers plenty of space
for two people and their personal gear. Great longitudinal wind resistance.
Mosquito net inserts on the inner tent and big vent hoods on the flysheet
provide best ventilation and a comfortable inner tent climate at any time.

FEATURES
FEATURES

Item no. 33 00 07
Capulet Olive

Flysheet fabric

68D 190T Polyester PU

Water column flysheet

3000 mm

Floor fabric

Polyethylene PU

Water column floor

4000 mm

Inner tent fabric

Breathable Polyester

Poles

Fibreglass

Pegs

Steel

Total weight

3300 g

Pack size

Ø16 x 58 cm

ADVANTAGES
ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS
BENEFITS
reliable protection from wind and weather

good inner tent climate and ventilation

circulating air ensures a good night’s sleep

Big flysheet vent hoods

better air flow and condensation prevention

feel comfortable and sleep well

Light fabrics and components

low weight and reduced pack size

you carry less or can bring more

PU coated flysheet and floor, sealed seams

flysheet and floor are waterproof

you stay dry – no matter the rain intensity

All poles with same length

easy set-up and increased headroom throughout

most comfortable quarters you can set up quick

Front vestibule

storage area for wet or dirty gear

keeps your inner tent dry and clean

Reflective guy lines

guy lines can be spotted in the dark better

let you find your camp and prevent tripping over

New Spring/Summer 2020 colours

fresh and lively or traditional muted flysheet colour

match the tent colour with your purpose and taste

115

great longitudinal wind resistance

Breathable inner tent with mosquito net inserts

110

Tunnel tent construction

175

160

330

16x58 cm

3300 g

3000 mm

4000 mm

Mosquito net

Vent hoods

210
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TOPEKA 3

Item no. 33 00 08
Blue Grass

TOPEKA 3 is a classical dome tent that provides spacious quarters for three
to four people and their personal belongings. It features a sheltered vestibule
area in front of the inner tent, that shields the inner tent from rain and
provides additional storage space for luggage or equipment. Great adjustable
inner tent climate through the new “GrandFlow” flysheet ventilation. The
inner tent can be set-up separately in dry weather conditions. Great for
biking and kayaking.

FEATURES

Item no. 33 00 26
Capulet Olive

Flysheet fabric

68D 190T Polyester PU

Water column flysheet

3000 mm

Floor fabric

Polyethylene PU

Water column floor

4000 mm

Inner tent fabric

Breathable Polyester

Poles

Fibreglass

Pegs

Steel

Total weight

3900 g

Pack size

Ø18 x 60 cm

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS
reliable protection from wind and weather

flysheet can be left off in dry climate

you can cool down or sleep under the stars

Innovative “GrandFlow” rear fly sheet ventilation

can be opened in stages to increase air flow

adjust your tent on warm nights and hot days

Breathable inner tent with mosquito net inserts

good inner tent climate and ventilation

circulating air ensures a good night’s sleep

Light fabrics and components

low weight and reduced pack size

you carry less or can bring more

PU coated flysheet and floor, sealed seams

flysheet and floor are waterproof

you stay dry – no matter the rain intensity

Front vestibule with front pole arc

spacious storage area for wet or dirty gear

keeps your inner tent dry and clean

Reflective guy lines

guy lines can be spotted in the dark better

let you find your camp and prevent tripping over

New Spring/Summer 2020 colours

fresh and lively or traditional muted flysheet colour

match the tent colour with your purpose and taste

130

great space, easy set-up and all-round wind stability

Inner tent can be put up separately

125

Classic dome tent construction plus vestibule

215

210

290

18x60 cm

210
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3900 g

3000 mm

4000 mm

Mosquito net

Vent hoods

GrandFlow

ROBSON 3

Item no. 33 00 09
Blue Grass

When it’s all about space. ROBSON 3 is the perfect companion for your
next bike or canoe tour. With its constant inner tent and vestibule height,
it offers plenty of space for three to four people inside the cabin and lots
of space for gear and luggage in the vestibule area. ROBSON 3 has a great
longitudinal wind resistance. Mosquito net inserts on the inner tent and big
vent hoods on the fly sheet provide best ventilation and a comfortable inner
tent climate at any time.

FEATURES

Item no. 33 00 27
Capulet Olive

Flysheet fabric

68D 190T Polyester PU

Water column flysheet

3000 mm

Floor fabric

Polyethylene PU

Water column floor

4000 mm

Inner tent fabric

Breathable Polyester

Poles

Fibreglass

Pegs

Steel

Total weight

5.7 kg

Pack size

Ø20 x 72 cm

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS
reliable protection from wind and weather

good inner tent climate and ventilation

circulating air ensures a good night’s sleep

Big flysheet vent hoods

better air flow and condensation prevention

feel comfortable and sleep well

Light fabrics and components

low weight and reduced pack size

you carry less or can bring more

PU coated flysheet and floor, sealed seams

flysheet and floor are waterproof

you stay dry – no matter the rain intensity

All poles with same length

easy set-up and sitting height throughout

most comfortable quarters you can set up quick

Large front vestibule

spacious storage area for wet gear and cooking

enlarges the usable space and adds comfort

Reflective guy lines

guy lines can be spotted in the dark better

let you find your camp and prevent tripping over

New Spring/Summer 2020 colours

fresh and lively or traditional muted flysheet colour

match the tent colour with your purpose and taste

150

great longitudinal wind resistance

Breathable inner tent with mosquito net inserts

145

Tunnel tent construction

240

225

420

20x72 cm

5.7 kg

3000 mm

4000 mm

Mosquito net

Vent hoods

210
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TOPEKA 4

Item no. 33 00 10
Blue Grass

Need more space? TOPEKA 4 is the big brother of TOPEKA 2 and TOPEKA 3.
It is considerably larger, offering plenty of space for four to five people, and
comes with the same set of features. It has large vestibule area in front of the
inner tent, that provides additional storage space for luggage or equipment.
Great adjustable inner tent climate through the new “GrandFlow” fly sheet
ventilation. The inner tent can be set-up separately in dry weather conditions.
Great for biking, kayaking and camping weekends.

FEATURES

Item no. 33 00 28
Capulet Olive

Flysheet fabric

68D 190T Polyester PU

Water column flysheet

3000 mm

Floor fabric

Polyethylene PU

Water column floor

4000 mm

Inner tent fabric

Breathable Polyester

Poles

Fibreglass

Pegs

Steel

Total weight

4500 g

Pack size

Ø18 x 66 cm

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS
reliable protection from wind and weather

flysheet can be left off in dry climate

you can cool down or sleep under the stars

Innovative “GrandFlow” rear flysheet ventilation

can be opened in stages to increase air flow

adjust your tent on warm nights and hot days

Breathable inner tent with mosquito net inserts

good inner tent climate and ventilation

circulating air ensures a good night’s sleep

Light fabrics and components

low weight and reduced pack size

you carry less or can bring more

PU coated fly sheet and floor, sealed seams

flysheet and floor are waterproof

you stay dry – no matter the rain intensity

Front vestibule with front pole arc

spacious storage area for wet or dirty gear

keeps your inner tent dry and clean

Reflective guy lines

guy lines can be spotted in the dark better

let you find your camp and prevent tripping over

New Spring/Summer 2020 colours

fresh and lively or traditional muted fly sheet colour

match the tent colour with your purpose and taste

140

great space, easy set-up and all-round wind stability

Inner tent can be put up separately

135

Classic dome tent construction plus vestibule

285

275

310

210
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18x66 cm

4500 g

2000 mm

4000 mm

Mosquito net

Vent hoods

GrandFlow

ROBSON 4

Item no. 33 00 11
Blue Grass

Even bigger! ROBSON 4 is 50 cm wider than ROBSON 3 and offers almost
standing height throughout. Great sense of space. Offers plenty of room for
four to five people inside the cabin and lots of space for gear and luggage
in the vestibule area. ROBSON 4 has a great longitudinal wind resistance.
Mosquito net inserts on the inner tent and big vent hoods on the fly sheet
provide best ventilation and a comfortable inner tent climate at any time.

FEATURES

Item no. 33 00 12
Capulet Olive

Flysheet fabric

68D 190T Polyester PU

Water column flysheet

3000 mm

Floor fabric

Polyethylene PU

Water column floor

4000 mm

Inner tent fabric

Breathable Polyester

Poles

Fibreglass

Pegs

Steel

Total weight

7 kg

Pack size

Ø23 x 66 cm

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS
reliable protection from wind and weather

good inner tent climate and ventilation

circulating air ensures a good night’s sleep

Big flysheet vent hoods

better air flow and condensation prevention

feel comfortable and sleep well

Light fabrics and components

low weight and reduced pack size

you carry less or can bring more

PU coated flysheet and floor, sealed seams

flysheet and floor are waterproof

you stay dry – no matter the rain intensity

All poles with same length

easy set-up and sitting height throughout

most comfortable quarters you can set up quick

Large front vestibule

spacious storage area for wet gear and cooking

enlarges the usable space and adds comfort

Reflective guy lines

guy lines can be spotted in the dark better

let you find your camp and prevent tripping over

New Spring/Summer 2020 colours

fresh and lively or traditional muted flysheet colour

match the tent colour with your purpose and taste

170

great longitudinal wind resistance

Breathable inner tent with mosquito net inserts

165

Tunnel tent construction

290

275

420

23x66 cm

7 kg

3000 mm

4000 mm

Mosquito net

Vent hoods

210
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Family & Group Tents
GRAND CANYON family and group tents are perfect temporary camping and glamping homes for the next family
camping holiday, adventure weekends with the kids, music festivals with a big group of friends, boy scout field trips and
children’s summer camps. They are characterised by lightweight quality fabrics and components, careful processing and
high functionality through clever details like reflective guy lines, vent hoods, mosquito net inserts, windows, big sleeping
cabins and large, open vestibule spaces. The family tent range stretches from three-person dome tents like ATLANTA 3
and tunnel tents like HELENA 3 to big camping tunnel tents like HELENA 6 and DOLOMITI 6 that sleep up to six people
comfortably. The spacious group tents INDIANA and BLACK FALLS provide sleeping quarters for 8 to 10 people – with
the new, innovative BLACK KNOB 10 being the latest addition to the series. All group tents are available in two different
colour ways.

Information
For every family and group tent we provide you with basic information about the tent, the full technical details, a list of
Features, Advantages and benefits, the tent‘s dimensions and a set of product data icons for quick reference using these
pictograms:

Hydrostatic head

Flysheet

Floor

Pack size

Weight

Mosquito net

Cable access

Vent hoods

Weight including
poles, pegs, etc.
.

GRAND CANYON
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ATLANTA 3

Item no. 33 00 29
Mojave Desert

ATLANTA 3 is a dome/tunnel hybrid family tent, that offers a great sense of
space and protects you from wind and weather. It is the single cabin version
of the ATLANTA tent series. The large vestibule in front of the spacious
sleeping cabin has stand-up height and allows you to enjoy your camping life
together with your family or friends even if the sun won’t show or the rain
compels you to stay inside your tent. Big flysheet vent hoods ensure proper
ventilation and a good inner climate. The door can be put up as sunroof.

FEATURES

Flysheet fabric

68D 190T Polyester PU

Water column flysheet

3000 mm

Floor fabric

Polyethylene PU

Water column floor

4000 mm

Inner tent fabric

Breathable Polyester

Poles

Fibreglass

Pegs

Steel

Total weight

11.9 kg

Pack size

Ø23 x 69 cm

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS
spacious feel and protection from rain/wind

big storage space and stand-up height common area

lots of space for your gear and to hang out

Big flysheet vent hoods

better air flow and condensation prevention

feel comfortable and sleep well

Breathable inner tent with mosquito net inserts

good inner tent climate and ventilation

circulating air ensures a good night’s sleep

PU coated fly sheet and floor, sealed seams

flysheet and floor are waterproof

you stay dry – no matter the rain intensity

Light fabrics and components

reasonable weight and reduced pack size

carry less and fit more into the car boot

Reflective guy lines

guy lines can be spotted in the dark better

let you find your camp and prevent tripping over

Two extra upright steel poles

put up the door as a sunroof over the entrance

be protected from the sun

140

205

great wind resistance, large vestibule space

Large dome-shaped vestibule

160

Dome/tunnel hybrid construction

270

250

230

250

500

23x69 cm
210
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11.9 kg

3000 mm

4000 mm

Mosquito net

Vent hoods

HELENA 3

Item no. 33 00 30
Mojave Desert

HELENA 3 is a tunnel-style family tent with extraordinary sense of space and
two separate sleeping compartments – one sleeping two people, the other
offers space for one person or luggage and equipment. The large vestibule
in front of the sleeping area has stand-up height throughout and provides
room for sitting together in the evenings or during the day in adverse
weather conditions. Big fly sheet vent hoods and windows with mosquito
net inserts ensure proper ventilation and a good inner climate.

FEATURES

Flysheet fabric

68D 190T Polyester PU

Water column flysheet

3000 mm

Floor fabric

Polyethylene PU

Water column floor

4000 mm

Inner tent fabric

Breathable Polyester

Poles

Fibreglass

Pegs

Steel

Total weight

14.2 kg

Pack size

Ø27 x 70 cm

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS
reliable protection from wind and weather

easy set-up and stand-up height throughout

most comfortable quarters you can set up quick

Very large vestibule

big storage space and stand-up height common area

lots of space for your gear and to hang out

Big flysheet vent hoods

better air flow and condensation prevention

feel comfortable and sleep well

Closable windows with mosquito net inserts

allow to look out and ensure ventilation

great vista and very good inner climate

Two sleeping cabins (one big, one small)

people and luggage can be distributed better

allows for some privacy and to keep the tent tidy

Breathable inner tents with mosquito net inserts

good inner tent climate and ventilation

circulating air ensures a good night’s sleep

PU coated fly sheet and floor, sealed seams

flysheet and floor are waterproof

you stay dry – no matter the rain intensity

Light fabrics and components

reasonable weight and reduced pack size

carry less and fit more into the car boot

Reflective guy lines

guy lines can be spotted in the dark better

let you find your camp and prevent tripping over

205

great longitudinal wind resistance

All poles with same length

195

Tunnel tent construction

260

150

440

14.2 kg

3000 mm

4000 mm

Mosquito net

Cable acces

Vent hoods

90

27x70 cm

210
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ATLANTA 4

Item no. 33 00 31
Mojave Desert

ATLANTA 4 is a dome-shaped family tent with great sense of space and two
separate sleeping cabins that offer room for two people each. The large
vestibule between the two sleeping areas has the same stand-up height
as ATLANTA 3 and provides space for luggage and camping equipment
or offers additional room for a sit-in in the evening or in adverse weather
conditions. Big fly sheet vent hoods ensure proper ventilation and a good
inner climate. The door can be put up as sunroof.

FEATURES

Flysheet fabric

68D 190T Polyester PU

Water column flysheet

3000 mm

Floor fabric

Polyethylene PU

Water column floor

4000 mm

Inner tent fabric

Breathable Polyester

Poles

Fibreglass (+2 steel poles)

Pegs

Steel

Total weight

10.1 kg

Pack size

Ø22 x 72 cm

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS

great wind resistance, large vestibule space

spacious feel and protection from rain/wind

Large dome-shaped vestibule

big storage space and stand-up height common area

lots of space for your gear and to hang out

Big flysheet vent hoods

better air flow and condensation prevention

feel comfortable and sleep well

Two sleeping cabins

people and luggage can be distributed better

allows for some privacy and to keep the tent tidy

Breathable inner tents with mosquito net inserts

good inner tent climate and ventilation

circulating air ensures a good night’s sleep

PU coated flysheet and floor, sealed seams

fly sheet and floor are waterproof

you stay dry – no matter the rain intensity

Light fabrics and components

reasonable weight and reduced pack size

carry less and fit more into the car boot

Reflective guy lines

guy lines can be spotted in the dark better

let you find your camp and prevent tripping over

Two extra upright steel poles

put up the door as a sunroof over the entrance

be protected from the sun

155

205

Dome construction

230

215

500

22x72 cm

140
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10.1 kg

3000 mm

4000 mm

Mosquito net

Vent hoods

HELENA 5

Item no. 33 00 32
Mojave Desert

HELENA 5 is a tunnel-style family and group tent with extraordinary sense
of space and two separate sleeping compartments – one sleeping three
people, the other offers space for two people or luggage and equipment.
The large vestibule is over 2 metres high throughout and provides room
for sitting together during the day or for dinner in the evening. Big fly
sheet vent hoods and windows with mosquito net inserts ensure proper
ventilation and a good inner climate.

FEATURES

Flysheet fabric

68D 190T Polyester PU

Water column flysheet

3000 mm

Floor fabric

Polyethylene PU

Water column floor

4000 mm

Inner tent fabric

Breathable Polyester

Poles

Fibreglass

Pegs

Steel

Total weight

16.5 kg

Pack size

Ø30 x 73 cm

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS

great longitudinal wind resistance

reliable protection from wind and weather

All poles with same length

easy set-up and stand-up height throughout

most comfortable quarters you can set up quick

Very large vestibule

big storage space and stand-up height common area

lots of space for your gear and to hang out

Big flysheet vent hoods

better air flow and condensation prevention

feel comfortable and sleep well

Closable windows with mosquito net inserts

allow to look out and ensure ventilation

great vista and very good inner climate

Two sleeping cabins

people and luggage can be distributed better

allows for some privacy and to keep the tent tidy

Breathable inner tents with mosquito net inserts

good inner tent climate and ventilation

circulating air ensures a good night’s sleep

PU coated fly sheet and floor, sealed seams

fly sheet and floor are waterproof

you stay dry – no matter the rain intensity

Light fabrics and components

reasonable weight and reduced pack size

carry less and fit more into the car boot

Reflective guy lines

guy lines can be spotted in the dark better

let you find your camp and prevent tripping over

195

205

Tunnel tent construction

180

310

120

475

30x73 cm

16.5 kg

3000 mm

4000 mm

Mosquito net

Cable acces

Vent hoods

215
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HELENA 6

Item no. 33 00 33
Mojave Desert

The biggest of the HELENA tents! HELENA 6 is a tunnel-style family and
group tent with extraordinary sense of space and two separate sleeping
compartments – both sleeping up to 3 people each and providing plenty of
space for luggage and equipment. The large vestibule is over 2 metres high
throughout and provides room for sitting together during the day or for
dinner in the evening. Big fly sheet vent hoods and windows with mosquito
net inserts ensure proper ventilation and a good inner climate.

FEATURES

Flysheet fabric

68D 190T Polyester PU

Water column flysheet

3000 mm

Floor fabric

Polyethylene PU

Water column floor

4000 mm

Inner tent fabric

Breathable Polyester

Poles

Fibreglass

Pegs

Steel

Total weight

18 kg

Pack size

Ø29 x 74 cm

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS
reliable protection from wind and weather

easy set-up and stand-up height throughout

most comfortable quarters you can set up quick

Very large vestibule

big storage space and stand-up height common area

lots of space for your gear and to hang out

Big flysheet vent hoods

better air flow and condensation prevention

feel comfortable and sleep well

Closable windows with mosquito net inserts

allow to look out and ensure ventilation

great vista and very good inner climate

Two sleeping cabins

people and luggage can be distributed better

allows for some privacy and to keep the tent tidy

Breathable inner tents with mosquito net inserts

good inner tent climate and ventilation

circulating air ensures a good night’s sleep

PU coated flysheet and floor, sealed seams

flysheet and floor are waterproof

you stay dry – no matter the rain intensity

Light fabrics and components

reasonable weight and reduced pack size

carry less and fit more into the car boot

Reflective guy lines

guy lines can be spotted in the dark better

let you find your camp and prevent tripping over

205

great longitudinal wind resistance

All poles with same length

195

Tunnel tent construction

140

350

180

505

210
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29x74 cm

18 kg

3000 mm

4000 mm

Mosquito net

Cable acces

Vent hoods

DOLOMITI 6

Item no. 33 00 34
Mojave Desert

GRAND CANYON’s biggest family and group tent! The poles of tunnelstyle DOLOMITI 6 are pre-bend, resulting in almost upright side walls which
give an extraordinary sense of space. It features two separate sleeping
compartments – both sleeping 3 people each and providing plenty of
space for luggage and equipment. The large vestibule is 2.10 metres high
throughout and provides room for sitting together – even with a bigger
group of people. Big flysheet vent hoods ensure proper ventilation and a
good inner climate, many windows let light into the tent.

FEATURES

Flysheet fabric

68D 190T Polyester PU

Water column flysheet

3000 mm

Floor fabric

Polyethylene PU

Water column floor

4000 mm

Inner tent fabric

Breathable Polyester

Poles

Fibreglass (+2 steel poles)

Pegs

Steel

Total weight

22 kg

Pack size

Ø35 x 75 cm

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS
reliable protection from wind and weather

easy set-up, stand-up height and huge space

most comfortable quarters you can set up quick

Very large vestibule

big storage space and stand-up height common area

lots of space for your gear and to hang out

Big flysheet vent hoods

better air flow and condensation prevention

feel comfortable inside the tent and sleep well

Closable windows

allow to look out and let light into the tent

great vista and sense of space in a hall-like tent

Two sleeping cabins

people and luggage can be distributed better

allows for some privacy and to keep the tent tidy

Breathable inner tents with mosquito net inserts

good inner tent climate and ventilation

circulating air ensures a good night’s sleep

PU coated fly sheet and floor, sealed seams

flysheet and floor are waterproof

you stay dry – no matter the rain intensity

Light fabrics and components

reasonable weight and reduced pack size

carry less and fit more into the car boot

Reflective guy lines

guy lines can be spotted in the dark better

let you find your camp and prevent tripping over

205

great longitudinal wind resistance

All poles pre-bend and with same length

195

Tunnel tent construction

380

180

580

22 kg

3000 mm

4000 mm

Mosquito net

Cable acces

Vent hoods

180

35x75 cm

205
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INDIANA 8

Item no. 33 00 35
Mojave Desert

INDIANA 8 is a classical bell-shaped tent with one central upright pole and
a pre-assembled A-frame supporting the large tent entrance. It provides
sleeping quarters for up to 8 people or plenty of space for a sit-in with an
even bigger group during the day. The sewn-in bathtub floor protects against
insects and ensures an easy set-up of the tent. Big vent hoods and mosquito
net inserts on the fly sheet provide best ventilation and a comfortable inner
tent climate at any time.

FEATURES

Item no. 33 00 36
Capulet Olive

Flysheet fabric

68D 190T Polyester PU

Water column flysheet

3000 mm

Floor fabric

Polyethylene PU

Water column floor

54000 mm

Inner tent fabric

-

Poles

Steel

Pegs

Steel

Total weight

9.15 kg

Pack size

Ø21 x 74 cm

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS

upright tent walls allow best floorspace utilisation

provides plenty of room and great sense of space

Big flysheet vent hoods

better air flow and condensation prevention

feel comfortable and sleep well

2.50 metres height in the centre

stand-up height in central tent area

lots of space for you and your friends to hang out

A-frame pole supported entrance

large upright door, preventing rain from coming in

keeps your sleeping area dry and makes access easy

Mosquito net inserts

allow to look out, let light in and ensure ventilation

enjoy a very good inner climate and a look around

Sewn-in tent floor

forming a protective bathtub floor

keeps out bugs and water, makes set-up easy

PU coated flysheet and floor, sealed seams

flysheet and floor are waterproof

you stay dry – no matter the rain intensity

Light fabrics and components

reasonable weight and reduced pack size

carry less and fit more into the car boot

Reflective guy lines

guy lines can be spotted in the dark better

let you find your camp and prevent tripping over

400

250

Bell tent (baldachin) construction

400
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21x74 cm

9.15 kg

3000 mm

4000 mm

Mosquito net

Vent hoods

INDIANA 10

Item no. 33 00 37
Mojave Desert

The big brother of INDIANA 8. INDIANA 10 is a classical bell-shaped tent
with one central upright pole and a pre-assembled A-frame supporting the
large tent entrance. It provides sleeping quarters for up to 10 people or
plenty of space for a sit-in with an even bigger group during the day. The
sewn-in bathtub floor protects against insects and ensures an easy set-up of
the tent. Big vent hoods and mosquito net inserts on the fly sheet provide
best ventilation and a comfortable inner tent climate at any time.

FEATURES

Item no. 33 00 13
Capulet Olive

Flysheet fabric

68D 190T Polyester PU

Water column flysheet

3000 mm

Floor fabric

Polyethylene PU

Water column floor

4000 mm

Inner tent fabric

-

Poles

Steel

Pegs

Steel

Total weight

11 kg

Pack size

Ø22 x 76 cm

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS
provides plenty of room and great sense of space

better air flow and condensation prevention

feel comfortable and sleep well

3.00 metres height in the centre

stand-up height in central tent area

lots of space for you and your friends to hang out

A-frame pole supported entrance

large upright door, preventing rain from coming in

keeps your sleeping area dry and makes access easy

Mosquito net inserts

allow to look out, let light in and ensure ventilation

enjoy a very good inner climate and a look around

Sewn-in tent floor

forming a protective bathtub floor

keeps out bugs and water, makes set-up easy

PU coated flysheet and floor, sealed seams

flysheet and floor are waterproof

you stay dry – no matter the rain intensity

Light fabrics and components

reasonable weight and reduced pack size

carry less and fit more into the car boot

Reflective guy lines

guy lines can be spotted in the dark better

let you find your camp and prevent tripping over

500

500

upright tent walls allow best floorspace utilisation

Big flysheet vent hoods

300

Bell tent (baldachin) construction

22x76 cm

11 kg

3000 mm

4000 mm

Mosquito net

Vent hoods
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BLACK FALLS 8

Item no. 33 00 38
Mojave Desert

BLACK FALLS 8 is a traditional tepee-style tent, yet it features modern-day
materials making it light in weight and easy to transport. It also is incredibly
easy to set up – peg it out, insert the pole and secure it to the ground. Ready
are the sleeping quarters for up to 8 people or your group gathering shelter.
The separate floor protects against dirt and mud, but can be left at home, if
not needed. Big vent hoods and mosquito net inserts on the fly sheet provide
best ventilation and a comfortable inner tent climate.

FEATURES

Item no. 33 00 39
Capulet Olive

Flysheet fabric

68D 190T Polyester PU

Water column flysheet

3000 mm

Floor fabric

Polyethylene PU

Water column floor

4000 mm

Inner tent fabric

-

Poles

Steel

Pegs

Steel

Total weight

9 kg

Pack size

Ø22 x 73 cm

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS
easy to pitch – just peg out, put pole in, secure

better air flow and condensation prevention

feel comfortable and sleep well

3.00 metres height in the centre

stand-up height in central tent area

lots of space for you and your friends to hang out

Mosquito net inserts and windows

allow to look out, let light in and ensure ventilation

enjoy a very good inner climate and a look around

Separate tent floor

protects against dirt or muddy ground

bring with you or leave at home, if not needed

PU coated flysheet and floor, sealed seams

flysheet and floor are waterproof

you stay dry – no matter the rain intensity

Light fabrics and components

reasonable weight and reduced pack size

carry less and fit more into the car boot

Reflective guy lines

guy lines can be spotted in the dark better

let you find your camp and prevent tripping over

Reflective guy lines

guy lines can be spotted in the dark better

let you find your camp and prevent tripping over

500

classical, iconic tent shape

Big fly sheet vent hoods

300

Tepee construction

22x73 cm

500
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9 kg

3000 mm

4000 mm

Mosquito net

Vent hoods

BLACK KNOB 10

Item no. 33 00 14
Mojave Desert

With BLACK KNOB 10, GRAND CANYON takes a fresh approach to tepeestyle group tents. The central upright tepee pole is accompanied by three
identical pole arcs forming three identical entrances and providing stand-up
height throughout the main tent area. The large entrances offer great versatility
and can be opened simultaneously to turn the tent into an open sun shelter
throughout the day. The tent offers plenty of space for up to 10 people.
Mosquito net inserts let air and light into every corner, adding to the spacious
feel inside the tent. BLACK KNOB 10 is group camping on a new level.

FEATURES

Item no. 33 00 15
Capulet Olive

Flysheet fabric

68D 190T Polyester PU

Water column flysheet

3000 mm

Floor fabric

Polyethylene PU

Water column floor

4000 mm

Inner tent fabric

-

Poles

Steel

Pegs

Steel

Total weight

13.5 kg

Pack size

Ø21 x 75 cm

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS

New innovative tepee-influenced construction

pole arcs forming entrances and provide great space

unique design gives unrivalled sense of space

Big flysheet vent hoods

better air flow and condensation prevention

feel comfortable and sleep well

2.50 metres height in the centre and high-arched doors

stand-up height in whole central tent area

lots of space for you and your friends to hang out

3 large entrances

allow easy (mutiple) access to the tent and to open up

great versatility for more creativity in your set-up

Mosquito net inserts

allow to look out, let light in and ensure ventilation

enjoy a very good inner climate and a look around

Sewn-in tent floor

forming a protective bathtub floor

keeps out bugs and water, makes set-up easy

PU coated flysheet and floor, sealed seams

flysheet and floor are waterproof

you stay dry – no matter the rain intensity

Light fabrics and components

reasonable weight and reduced pack size

carry less and fit more into the car boot

Reflective guy lines

guy lines can be spotted in the dark better

let you find your camp and prevent tripping over

250

450

510

180

21x75 cm

13.5 kg

3000 mm

4000 mm

Mosquito net

Vent hoods
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Tarps, Canopies & Beach Tents
GRAND CANYON tarps spell “multifunctional” in capital letters! Made from lightweight fabrics and components,
the UV-protected (UV 50+) and flame-retardant ZUNI tarps can be used on their own in various set-ups to shelter
you from rain, wind or sun. They can also be put up as an emergency bivouac tent or put in front of a tent to create
a sheltered porch area. The possibilities are sheer endless. The same goes for the brand-new TAHUTA SHELTERS –
which can be used on campsites, in the garden, in the park, on music festivals or at the beach. Wherever they are put
up, they will form a great common area for family and friends – for the community – to gather, feast, celebrate or
just enjoy the time together. True to the GRAND CANYON values. Last, but not least, the new TONTO BEACH TENTS
add a totally new design to the GRAND CANYON tent world – with one long pole supported by two half poles,
the beach tents have a great all-round strength and are quick and easy to set-up. All tarps and (beach) shelters are
available in two colours.

Information
For every tarp, canopy and beach tent we provide you with a brief product introduction, all technical details, a full
F•A•B list, the main dimensions and a set of product data icons for quick reference using these pictograms:

Hydrostatic head

Flysheet

Floor

Pack size

Weight

UV protection

Flame retardance

Weight including
poles, pegs, etc.
.
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ZUNI RAY

Item no. 33 00 44
Mojave Desert

Looking for a multifunctional tarp to shelter you from the sun, protect your tent
entrance from rain or provide a bivouac shelter for your adventure tours? Look
no further. ZUNI RAY is a highly versatile tarp that can do all of the above and
more. It protects you and your gear from sun, wind or rain and can be used set
up on its own in many different ways or together with a tent forming a sheltered
area in front of the tent.

FEATURES

Item no. 33 00 45
Capulet Olive

Flysheet fabric

68D 190T Polyester PU
UV50+, flame retardant

Water column flysheet

3000 mm

Poles

Steel
1 pcs, 220 cm height

Pegs

Steel

Total weight

1450 g

Pack size

Ø8 x 61 cm

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS

triangular tarp shape

versatile as stand-alone tarp or with a tent

provides shelter the way you need it

PU coated fly, sealed seams

fly sheet is waterproof

you stay dry – no matter the rain intensity

UV 50+ fabric

fabric shields from UVA/UVB radiation

under the tarp you are safe from UV rays*

pole, pegs and guy lines included

tarp is ready for set-up

no need to buy accessories - go out and pitch it

Light fabrics and components

low weight and reduced pack size

carry less or bring more

Reflective guy lines

guy lines can be spotted in the dark better

let you find your camp and prevent tripping over

370

*Attention! UV rays from the sun might be shielded off adequately. However, we recommend to use sunscreen to protect you from direct UV radition and the one reflected by expanses of water or sand.

300
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Ø8x61 cm

1450 g

3000 mm

UV 50+

Flame retardance

ZUNI 3

Item no. 33 00 40
Mojave Desert

ZUNI 4

Item no. 33 00 41
Capulet Olive

ZUNI 3 and ZUNI 4 are a highly versatile tarps that protect you and your
gear from sun, wind and rain. The tarps can be used set up in many
different ways on their own or together with trekking or family tents in fornt
of which the tarps form sheltered areas for sitting together, storing your
equipment or cooking.

FEATURES

Item no. 33 00 42
Mojave Desert

Item no. 33 00 43
Capulet Olive

Flysheet fabric

68D 190T Polyester PU
UV50+, flame retardant

Water column flysheet

3000 mm

Poles

Steel, 2 pcs,
220 cm / 250 cm height

Pegs

Steel

Total weight

1800 g / 3200 g

Pack size

Ø11 x 61 cm

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS

Rectangular tarp shape

versatile as stand-alone tarp or with a tent

provides shelter the way you need it

PU coated fly, sealed seams

flysheet is waterproof

you stay dry – no matter the rain intensity

UV 50+ fabric

fabric shields from UVA/UVB radiation

under the tarp you are safe from UV rays*

pole, pegs and guy lines included

tarp is ready for set-up

no need to buy accessories – go out and pitch it

Light fabrics and components

low weight and reduced pack size

carry less or bring more

Reflective guy lines

guy lines can be spotted in the dark better

let you find your camp and prevent tripping over

*Attention! UV rays from the sun might be shielded off adequately. However, we recommend to use sunscreen to protect you from direct UV radition and the one reflected by expanses of water or sand.

300

300

11x61 cm

1800 g

3000 mm

UV 50+

Flame retardance

11x61 cm

3200 g

3000 mm

UV 50+

Flame retardance

400

400
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TAHUTA SHELTER 4

Item no. 33 00 16
Mojave Desert

The new TAHUTA SHELTER 4 is an open canopy for summer in the garden or
on music festivals or the campsite. Underneath its UV 50+ fly sheet it offers
plenty of space for you, for your family and friends to sit and enjoy the whole
day. Its middle part rests on a tunnel pole arc from which the fly sheet runs
to two upright poles each side to form large open entrances. The wing cut
allows for decent ventilation underneath the shelter, cuts out unnecessary
fabric and adds to the new fresh design of TAHUTA SHELTER 4.

FEATURES

Item no. 33 00 17
Blue Grass

Flysheet fabric

68D 190T Polyester PU
UV50+, flame retardant

Water column flysheet

3000 mm

Poles

Steel, 4 pcs, 230 cm height
Fibreglass, 1 pcs.

Pegs

Steel

Total weight

6.9 kg

Pack size

Ø13 x 75 cm

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS

Tunnel-style shelter with large openings and wing cut

good longitudinal strength, large covered area

reliable protection from rain and sun

PU coated fly, sealed seams

fly sheet is waterproof

you stay dry – no matter the rain intensity

UV 50+ fabric

fabric shields from UVA/UVB radiation

under the canopy you are safe from UV rays*

pole, pegs and guy lines included

shelter is ready for set-up

no need to buy accessories – go out and pitch it

Light fabrics and components

reasonable weight and reduced pack size

carry less or fit more into the car boot

Reflective guy lines

guy lines can be spotted in the dark better

let you find your camp and prevent tripping over

*Attention! UV rays from the sun might be shielded off adequately. However, we recommend to use sunscreen to protect you from direct UV radition and the one reflected by expanses of water or sand.

400

200

500

500
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13x75 cm

6.9 kg

3000 mm

UV 50+

Flame retardance

TAHUTA SHELTER 5

Item no. 33 00 18
Mojave Desert

The new TAHUTA SHELTER 5 is an open canopy for summer in the garden
or on music festivals or the campsite. Underneath its UV 50+ fly sheet it
offers plenty of space for you, for your family and friends to sit and enjoy
the whole day. Its middle part rests on two tunnel pole arcs from which the
fly sheet runs to two upright poles each side to form large open entrances.
The wing cut allows for decent ventilation underneath the shelter, cuts out
unnecessary fabric and adds to the new fresh design of TAHUTA SHELTER 5.

FEATURES

Item no. 33 00 19
Blue Grass

Flysheet fabric

68D 190T Polyester PU
UV50+, flame retardant

Water column flysheet

3000 mm

Poles

Steel, 4 pcs, 250 cm height
Fibreglass, 2 pcs.

Pegs

Steel

Total weight

10.5 kg

Pack size

Ø16 x 75 cm

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS

Tunnel-style shelter with large openings and wing cut

good longitudinal strength, large covered area

reliable protection from rain and sun

PU coated fly, sealed seams

fly sheet is waterproof

you stay dry – no matter the rain intensity

UV 50+ fabric

fabric shields from UVA/UVB radiation

under the canopy you are safe from UV rays*

pole, pegs and guy lines included

shelter is ready for set-up

no need to buy accessories – go out and pitch it

Light fabrics and components

reasonable weight and reduced pack size

carry less or fit more into the car boot

Reflective guy lines

guy lines can be spotted in the dark better

let you find your camp and prevent tripping over

*Attention! UV rays from the sun might be shielded off adequately. However, we recommend to use sunscreen to protect you from direct UV radition and the one reflected by expanses of water or sand.

200

500

600

600

16x75 cm

10.5 kg

3000 mm

UV 50+

Flame retardance
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TONTO BEACH TENT 3

Item no. 33 00 20
Mojave Desert

Enjoy beach life with the new innovative TONTO BEACH TENT 3. The beach
tent can be set up and taken down quick. The ridge pole and the two small
poles are clipped to the tent, the Velcro sand pockets can be filled with sand
for good ground fixation, so TONTO can be set up even without pegging out
all guy lines. It offers reliable UV protection and shields from wind and sun
reliably.

FEATURES

Item no. 33 00 21
Blue Grass

Flysheet fabric

68D 190T Polyester PU
UV50+, flame retardant

Water column flysheet

3000 mm

Floor fabric

Polyethylene PU

Water column floor

4000 mm

Poles

Fibreglass

Pegs

Steel

Total weight

2200 g

Pack size

Ø11 x 58 cm

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS

good all-round strength, easy to set up

enjoy beach life, protected from wind and sun

PU coated fly, sealed seams

flysheet is waterproof

you stay dry – no matter the rain intensity

UV 50+ fabric

fabric shields from UVA/UVB radiation

inside the beach tent you are safe from UV rays*

Velco sand pockets

can be detached and filled with sand to anchor the tent

Easy ground fixation on sand, easy to empty

pole, pegs and guy lines included

the beach tent is ready for set-up

no need to buy accessories – go out and pitch it

Light fabrics and components

Low weight and reduced pack size

carry less or bring more with you

Reflective guy lines

guy lines can be spotted in the dark better

let you find your camp and prevent tripping over

120

Quarter dome construction with large opening

160

210

210
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11x58 cm

2200 g

3000 mm

4000 mm

UV 50+

Flame retardance

TONTO BEACH TENT 4

Item no. 33 00 22
Mojave Desert

Enjoy beach life with the new innovative TONTO BEACH TENT 4. The beach
tent can be set up and taken down quick. The ridge pole and the two small
poles are clipped to the tent, the Velcro sand pockets can be filled with sand
for good ground fixation, so TONTO can be set-up even without pegging
out all guy lines. It offers reliable UV protection and shields from wind and
sun reliably.

FEATURES

Item no. 33 00 23
Blue Grass

Flysheet fabric

68D 190T Polyester PU
UV50+, flame retardant

Water column flysheet

3000 mm

Floor fabric

Polyethylene PU

Water column floor

4000 mm

Poles

Fibreglass

Pegs

Steel

Total weight

2960 g

Pack size

Ø12 x 58 cm

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS

good all-round strength, easy to set up

enjoy beach life, protected from wind and sun

PU coated fly, sealed seams

fly sheet is waterproof

you stay dry – no matter the rain intensity

UV 50+ fabric

fabric shields from UVA/UVB radiation

inside the beach tent you are safe from UV rays*

Velco sand pockets

can be detached and filled with sand to anchor the tent

Easy ground fixation on sand, easy to empty

pole, pegs and guy lines included

the beach tent is ready for set-up

no need to buy accessories – go out and pitch it

Light fabrics and components

Low weight and reduced pack size

carry less or bring more with you

Reflective guy lines

guy lines can be spotted in the dark better

let you find your camp and prevent tripping over

130

Quarter dome construction with large opening

210

210

12x58 cm

2960 g

3000 mm

4000 mm

UV 50+

Flame retardance

210
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Sleeping Bags
To ensure a good night’s sleep, you need a good sleeping bag – and the GRAND CANYON sleeping bag range
proves that a good sleeping bag doesn’t necessarily have to be expensive. The lightweight summer sleeping bags
WHISTLER and KAYENTA, the 3-season mummy bags KANSAS and FAIRBANKS and the blanket-shaped UTAH are
perfect companions for almost every occasion – from work and travel trips around the world, hiking tours from cabin
to cabin, ambitious trekking, biking and canoeing to weekend camping trips, festivals or journeys by boat or caravan.
Lofty hollow fibre fillings guarantee the best possible insulation and in combination with the highly tear-resistant
Ripstop shell fabrics a long life and easy care. The soft touch lining feels just as comfortable as your bedding at
home. All sleeping bags are available in the new Spring/Summer 2020 colours and can be mixed and matched when
equipping groups or families.

Information
For every sleeping bag we provide you with basic information about the bag, the full technical details, a list of
Features, Advantages and benefits, the sleeping bag‘s dimensions and temperatures as well as with a set of product
data icons for quick reference using these pictograms:
Size

Pack size

Weight

Temperatures

40

EXTREME

LIMIT

COMFORT

-16°C

0°C

5°C
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WHISTLER 190

Item no. 34 00 18
Capulet Olive

WHISTLER 190 is the perfect companion for work & travel trips around
the world or hiking tours from cabin to cabin – bring it with you
anywhere you go. WHISTLER’s lining is pleasantly soft to the feel and
guarantees a good night’s sleep. All the while keeping the lowest pack
size and the lowest weight of the GRAND CANYON sleeping bags.

FEATURES

Item no. 34 00 00
Caneel Bay

Item no. 34 00 01
Red Dahlia

Temperatures

Ext. 1° / Lim. 13° / Comf. 16°

Top shell fabric

70D 210T Rip-stop Polyester

Bottom shell fabric

70D 210T Rip-stop Polyester

Lining fabric

190T Micro Fibre Polyester

Filling

Micro Polyester Hollow Fibre

Zipper

Complete Zip (all-round)

Total weight

650 g

Pack size

Ø14 x 32 cm

Volume

4.9 L uncompressed

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS

Mummy shape sleeping bag

fitted, yet comfy cut reduces weight and packsize

bring only as much sleeping bag as you need

Open flat hood

perfect for high summer and hostel nights

protects you and prevents from overheating

Light fabrics and filling

low weight and small pack size

carry less and bring more

Ripstop shell fabric

durable shell fabric with high tear strength

rest assured – rips will not propagate easily

Micro Fibre Polyester lining

quick drying, soft touch lining

feels as comfortable as your blanket at home

Complete Zip (all-around)

the sleeping bag can be opened completely

in hot nights and indoors, use it as a blanket

New Spring/Summer 2020 colours

fresh and modern or traditional muted colours

match your sleeping bag with your taste

Inner length
210 cm

Inner width
Shoulder 80 cm
210x80/55 cm

Ø14x32 cm

650 g

Up to bodyheight
190 cm
Foot 55 cm

EXTREME

LIMIT

COMFORT

1°C

13°C

16°C
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KAYENTA 190

Item no. 34 00 02
Caneel Bay

From couch surfing and midsummer camping - KAYENTA 190 is the
sleeping bag to bring. It is the blanket style ”brother” of our bestselling
WHISTLER 190 mummy sleeping bag. Just like its mummy pendant,
KAYENTA’s soft touch lining has a great surface feel and is very comfortable
to sleep in. The blanket shape allows you to move freely, the Complete Zip
transforms the bag into a big flat blanket. At the same time KAYENTA keeps
a compact pack size and a low weight.

FEATURES

Item no. 34 00 03
Red Dahlia

Temperatures

Ext. 1° / Lim. 13° / Comf. 16°

Top shell fabric

70D 210T Rip-stop Polyester

Bottom shell fabric

70D 210T Rip-stop Polyester

Lining fabric

190T Micro Fibre Polyester

Filling

Micro Polyester Hollow Fibre

Zipper

Complete Zip (all-round)

Total weight

700 g

Pack size

Ø14 x 32 cm

Volume

4.9 L uncompressed

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS

Blanket shape sleeping bag

most comfortable cut – same width troughout

you can move unhindered, you‘re not caged

Open flat hood

perfect for high summer and hostel nights

protects you and prevents from overheating

Light fabrics and filling

low weight and small pack size

carry less when you go

Ripstop shell fabric

durable shell fabric with high tear strength

rest assured – rips will not propagate easily

Micro Fibre Polyester lining

quick drying, soft touch lining

feels as comfortable as your blanket at home

Complete Zip (all-around)

the sleeping bag can be opened completely

in hot nights and indoors, use it as a big blanket

New Spring/Summer 2020 colours

fresh and modern colours standing out from market

match your sleeping bag with your taste

Inner length
210 cm

Inner width
Shoulder 80 cm
210x80 cm

Ø14x32 cm

700 g

Up to bodyheight
190 cm
Foot 80 cm
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EXTREME

LIMIT

COMFORT

1°C

13°C

16°C

KANSAS 190

Item no. 34 00 19
Capulet Olive

Expect the temperatures to go down? KANSAS 190 is a proper 3-seaons
sleeping bag that keeps you warm down to the lower plus degrees. It’s
fitted, yet comfortable mummy shape minimizes the amount of excess air
inside, so you can warm up the sleeping bag real quick with your body
heat. Combined with KANSAS’ shaped hood and its soft micro fibre
lining, nothing should be in the way of a warm and cosy night.

FEATURES

Item no. 34 00 04
Caneel Bay

Item no. 34 00 05
Red Dahlia

Temperatures

Ext. -16° / Lim. 0° / Comf. 5°

Top shell fabric

70D 210T Rip-stop Polyester

Bottom shell fabric

70D 210T Rip-stop Polyester

Lining fabric

190T Micro Fibre Polyester

Filling

Micro Polyester Hollow Fibre

Zipper

Complete Zip (all-round)

Total weight

1750 g

Pack size

Ø27 x 42 cm

Volume

24 L uncompressed

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS

Mummy shape sleeping bag

fitted, yet comfortable cut for quick heat

you warm your bag up faster and sleep quicker

Large shaped hood

comfortable hood - can be closed in the cold

keeps your head warm, prevents chilling through

Light fabrics and filling

low weight and small pack size

carry less and bring more

Ripstop shell fabric

durable shell fabric with high tear strength

rest assured – rips will not propagate easily

Micro Fibre Polyester lining

quick drying, soft touch lining

feels good and non-plasticky to the touch

Complete Zip (all-around)

the sleeping bag can be opened completely

in hot nights and indoors, use it as a blanket

New Spring/Summer 2020 colours

fresh and modern or traditional muted colours

match your sleeping bag with your taste

Inner length
210 cm

Inner width
Shoulder 80 cm
210x80/55 cm

Ø27x42 cm

1750 g

Up to bodyheight
190 cm
Foot 55 cm

EXTREME

LIMIT

COMFORT

-16°C

0°C

5°C
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FAIRBANKS 190

Item no. 34 00 20
Capulet Olive

FAIRBANKS 190 is a true all-rounder – a 3-season sleeping bag for
temperatures down to zero degrees. It features an accentuated contour
hood and a fibre filled thermal collar to keep you warm at night. If
temperatures rise, you can open the Side Zip to let cold air in – yet, your
feet are kept warm in the comfortably cut, cold-bridge-free footbox
all the time. The backside of FAIRBANKS is waterproof! So even if the
ground would get wet, your sleeping bag and you will stay dry.

FEATURES

Item no. 34 00 06
Caneel Bay

Item no. 34 00 07
Red Dahlia

Temperatures

Ext. -21° / Lim. -4° / Comf. 2°

Top shell fabric

70D 210T Rip-stop Polyester

Bottom shell fabric

70D 210T Ripstop Polyester PU
2000 mm

Lining fabric

190T Micro Fibre Polyester

Filling

Micro Polyester Hollow Fibre

Zipper

Side Zip (closed footbox)

Total weight

1850 g

Pack size

Ø27 x 42 cm

Volume

24 L uncompressed

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS

Mummy shape sleeping bag

fitted, yet comfortable cut for quick heat

you warm your bag up faster and sleep quicker

Proper contour hood

sits like a comfortable jacket hood and can be closed

keeps your head warm, prevents chilling through

Thermal collar (fibre filled tube)

prevents warm air from getting out of the bag

you keep your warmth and continue to sleep

Light fabrics and filling

low weight and small pack size

carry less and bring more

Ripstop shell fabric

durable shell fabric with high tear strength

rest assured – rips will not propagate easily

Polyurethane (PU) bottom shell

makes the sleeping bag bottom waterproof

your bag stays dry – even if the backside gets wet

Micro Fibre Polyester lining

quick drying, soft touch lining

soft to the touch for a good night’s sleep

Side Zip (closed footbox)

can be opened down to footbox, which stays closed

your feet are kept warm in the footbox at any time

New Spring/Summer 2020 colours

fresh and modern or traditional muted colours

match your sleeping bag with your taste

Inner length
210 cm

Inner width
Shoulder 80 cm
210x80/55 cm

Ø27x42 cm

1850 g

Up to bodyheight
190 cm
Foot 55 cm
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EXTREME

LIMIT

COMFORT

-21°C

-4°C

2°C

FAIRBANKS 205

Item no. 34 00 21
Capulet Olive

FAIRBANKS 205 is a 3-season sleeping bag for temperatures around
zero degrees. It features an accentuated contour hood and a fibre filled
thermal collar to keep you warm at night. If you want to cool down, you
can open the Side Zip to let cold air in – yet, your feet are kept warm in
the cold-bridge-free footbox all the time. The backside of FAIRBANKS is
waterproof! So even if the ground would get wet, your sleeping bag and
you will stay dry - making FAIRBANKS a reliable all-rounder.

FEATURES

Item no. 34 00 08
Caneel Bay

Item no. 34 00 09
Red Dahlia

Temperatures

Ext. -21° / Lim. -4° / Comf. 2°

Top shell fabric

70D 210T Rip-stop Polyester

Bottom shell fabric

70D 210T Ripstop Polyester PU
2000 mm

Lining fabric

190T Micro Fibre Polyester

Filling

Micro Polyester Hollow Fibre

Zipper

Side Zip (closed footbox)

Total weight

2050 g

Pack size

Ø27 x 45 cm

Volume

25.7 L uncompressed

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS

Mummy shape sleeping bag

fitted, yet comfortable cut for quick heat

you warm your bag up faster and sleep quicker

Proper contour hood

sits like a comfortable jacket hood and can be closed

keeps your head warm, prevents chilling through

Thermal collar (fibre filled tube)

prevents warm air from getting out of the bag

you keep your warmth and continue to sleep

Light fabrics and filling

low weight and small pack size

carry less and bring more

Ripstop shell fabric

durable shell fabric with high tear strength

rest assured – rips will not propagate easily

Polyurethane (PU) bottom shell

makes the sleeping bag bottom waterproof

your bag stays dry – even if underside gets wet

Micro Fibre Polyester lining

quick drying, soft touch lining

soft to the touch for a good night’s sleep

Side Zip (closed footbox)

can be opened down to footbox, which stays closed

your feet are kept warm in the footbox at any time

New Spring/Summer 2020 colours

fresh and modern or traditional muted colours

match your sleeping bag with your taste

Inner length
225 cm

Inner width
Shoulder 85 cm
225x85/58 cm

Ø27x45 cm

2050 g

Up to bodyheight
205 cm
Foot 58 cm

EXTREME

LIMIT

COMFORT

-21°C

-4°C

2°C
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UTAH 190

Item no. 34 00 10
Caneel Bay

For the boat, the hut or your caravan – UTAH 190 is designed for
everyone looking for comfort and cosiness, ease of movement and
a good night’s sleep. If not every gram counts, it’s comfortable wide
blanket cut, the soft touch micro fibre lining and the large shaped hood
make UTAH the perfect bedding to bring with you. In case temperatures
go up, you can open UTAH completely and use it as a big open blanket.

FEATURES

Item no. 34 00 11
Red Dahlia

Temperatures

Ext. -20° / Lim. -3° / Comf. 2°

Top shell fabric

70D 210T Rip-stop Polyester

Bottom shell fabric

70D 210T Rip-stop Polyester

Lining fabric

190T Micro Fibre Polyester

Filling

Micro Polyester Hollow Fibre

Zipper

Complete Zip (all-round)

Total weight

2000 g

Pack size

Ø27x 45 cm

Volume

25.7 L uncompressed

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS

Blanket shape sleeping bag

most comfortable cut – same width troughout

you can move unhindered, you‘re not caged

Large shaped hood

comfortable hood – can be closed in the cold

keeps your head warm, prevents chilling through

Light fabrics and filling

low weight and small pack size

carry less when you go

Ripstop shell fabric

durable shell fabric with high tear strength

rest assured – rips will not propagate easily

Micro Fibre Polyester lining

quick drying, soft touch lining

feels as comfortable as your blanket at home

Complete Zip (all-around)

the sleeping bag can be opened completely

in hot nights and indoors, use it as a big blanket

New Spring/Summer 2020 colours

fresh and modern colours standing out from market

match your sleeping bag with your taste

Inner length
210 cm

Inner width
Shoulder 80 cm
210x80 cm

Ø27x45 cm

2000 g

Up to bodyheight
190 cm
Foot 80 cm
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EXTREME

LIMIT

COMFORT

-20°C

-3°C

2°C

UTAH 205

Item no. 34 00 12
Caneel Bay

UTAH 205 is a blanket shape sleeping bag for everyone looking for
comfort and cosiness, ease of movement and a good night’s sleep on the
boat, in the hut or on a caravan journey. If not every gram counts, it’s
comfortable wide blanket cut, the soft touch micro fibre lining and the
large shaped hood make UTAH the perfect bedding to bring with you.
If you need it colder, you can open UTAH completely and use it as a big
open blanket.

FEATURES

Item no. 34 00 13
Red Dahlia

Temperatures

Ext. -20° / Lim. -3° / Comf. 2°

Top shell fabric

70D 210T Rip-stop Polyester

Bottom shell fabric

70D 210T Rip-stop Polyester

Lining fabric

190T Micro Fibre Polyester

Filling

Micro Polyester Hollow Fibre

Zipper

Complete Zip (all-round)

Total weight

2300 g

Pack size

Ø27 x 45 cm

Volume

25.7 L uncompressed

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS

Blanket shape sleeping bag

most comfortable cut – same width troughout

you can move unhindered, you‘re not caged

Large shaped hood

comfortable hood – can be closed in the cold

keeps your head warm, prevents chilling through

Light fabrics and filling

low weight and small pack size

carry less when you go

Ripstop shell fabric

durable shell fabric with high tear strength

rest assured – rips will not propagate easily

Micro Fibre Polyester lining

quick drying, soft touch lining

feels as comfortable as your blanket at home

Complete Zip (all-around)

the sleeping bag can be opened completely

in hot nights and indoors, use it as a big blanket

New Spring/Summer 2020 colours

fresh and modern colours standing out from market

match your sleeping bag with your taste

Inner length
225 cm

Inner width
Shoulder 85 cm
225x85 cm

Ø27x45 cm

2300 g

Up to bodyheight
205 cm
Foot 85 cm

EXTREME

LIMIT

COMFORT

-20°C

-3°C

2°C
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FAIRBANKS 150 KIDS

Item no. 34 00 14
Caneel Bay

FAIRBANKS 150 KIDS is the kiddies’ version of the tall FAIRBANKS sleeping
bags. Apart from it’s shrinked dimensions, it is equipped with the exact
same features as the grown-ups’ bags. An accentuated contour hood and
a fibre filled thermal collar will keep children warm at night. If temperatures
rise, the Side Zip can be opened gradually to let cold air in – yet, the feet
are kept warm in the comfortably cut, cold-bridge-free footbox all the time.
The backside of FAIRBANKS is waterproof! So even if the ground would get
wet, the sleeping bag and the little adventurer inside will stay dry.

Item no. 34 00 15
Red Dahlia

Temperatures

Ext. -21° / Lim. -4° / Comf. 2°*

Top shell fabric

70D 210T Rip-stop Polyester

Bottom shell fabric

70D 210T Ripstop Polyester PU
2000 mm

Lining fabric

190T Micro Fibre Polyester

Filling

Micro Polyester Hollow Fibre

Zipper

Side Zip (closed footbox)

Total weight

1130 g

Pack size

Ø22 x 33 cm

Volume

12.5 L uncompressed

*EN13537 does not apply to children’s sleeping bags
- temperature rating of FAIRBANKS 190 for guidance

FEATURES

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS

Mummy shape sleeping bag

fitted, yet comfortable cut for quick heat

kids warm the bag up faster and sleep quicker

Proper contour hood

sits like a comfortable jacket hood and can be closed

keeps kids warm, prevents chilling through

Thermal collar (fibre filled tube)

prevents warm air from getting out of the bag

Your kids keep their warmth and continue to sleep

Light fabrics and filling

low weight and small pack size

kids can carry their own gear proudly

Ripstop shell fabric

durable shell fabric with high tear strength

rest assured – rips will not propagate easily

Polyurethane (PU) bottom shell

makes the sleeping bag bottom waterproof

the bag stays dry – even if underside gets wet

Micro Fibre Polyester lining

quick drying, soft touch lining

feels as comfortable as your kid‘s favorite blanket

Side Zip (closed footbox)

can be opened down to footbox, which stays closed

your feet are kept warm in the footbox at any time

New Spring/Summer 2020 colours

fresh and modern or traditional muted colours

match your sleeping bag with your taste

Inner length
170 cm

Inner width
Shoulder 65 cm
170x65/40 cm

Ø22x33 cm

1130 g

Up to bodyheight
150 cm
Foot 40 cm
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EXTREME

LIMIT

COMFORT

-21°C

-4°C

2°C

UTAH 150 KIDS

Item no. 34 00 16
Caneel Bay

When your little one is an ever-turning vole, then UTAH 150 KIDS is the
perfect sleeping bag. Easy of movement is key with this blanket style
kids sleeping bag. It’s comfortable wide blanket cut, the soft touch micro
fibre lining and the large shaped hood make UTAH the perfect bedding
for little travellers. And if your child needs it a bit colder at times, you can
open UTAH completely and use it as a big open blanket – even more free
moving space!

Item no. 34 00 17
Red Dahlia

Temperatures

Ext. -20° / Lim. -3° / Comf. 2°*

Top shell fabric

70D 210T Rip-stop Polyester

Bottom shell fabric

70D 210T Rip-stop Polyester

Lining fabric

190T Micro Fibre Polyester

Filling

Micro Polyester Hollow Fibre

Zipper

Complete Zip (all-round)

Total weight

1250 g

Pack size

Ø22 x 35 cm

Volume

13.3 L uncompressed

*EN13537 does not apply to children’s sleeping bags
- temperature rating of UTAH 190 for guidance

FEATURES

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS

Blanket shape sleeping bag

most comfortable cut – same width troughout

great for kids with high need for movement

Large shaped hood

comfortable hood – can be closed in the cold

keeps kids warm, prevents chilling through

Light fabrics and filling

low weight and small pack size

kids can carry their own gear proudly

Ripstop shell fabric

durable shell fabric with high tear strength

rest assured – rips will not propagate easily

Micro Fibre Polyester lining

quick drying, soft touch lining

feels as comfortable as a comfy blanket

Complete Zip (all-around)

the sleeping bag can be opened completely

in warm nights and indoors, use it as a big blanket

New Spring/Summer 2020 colours

fresh and modern colours standing out from market

match your sleeping bag with your taste

Inner length
170 cm

Inner width
Shoulder 65 cm
170x65 cm

Ø22x35 cm

1250 g

Up to bodyheight
150 cm
Foot 65 cm

EXTREME

LIMIT

COMFORT

-20°C

-3°C

2°C
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Mattresses
We proudly present to you – the new GRAND CANYON mattress ranges HATTAN and HANCOCK. While the
HATTAN mats are especially light in weight, small-packing and therefore perfect for hiking, biking, trekking, camping
and travelling, the HANCOCK mattresses focus on providing the best possible comfortable and are an ideal fit for
camping weekends, family bike trips with the cycle trailer or for bolstering a berth up on a boat. Both series are
reliable adventure companions which guarantee to provide you with what you are looking for in a sleeping pad:
Comfort, cosiness and - above all - a good night’s sleep. All mats are available in different dimensions and in the new
colour ways for season 2020 – to allow matching mat size and colour with purpose and personal taste.

Information
For every self-inflating mat GRAND CANYON provides you with a short introductory text containing basic
information about the mat, a chart giving the technical details, a full F•A•B list, the mat’s dimensions and a set of
product data icons for quick reference using the following pictograms:

Size

Pack size

Weight

R-value /
Ground temperature

R-value (heat
transfer resistance) / °C
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HATTAN 3.8 M / L

Item no. M: 35 00 00 / L: 35 00 03
Meadowbrook

Item no. M: 35 00 01 / L: 35 00 04
American Beauty

HATTAN 3.8 is a lightweight, small-packing self-inflating mattress for
hiking, trekking, camping and travelling. Wherever you go and whatever
you do, the mats of the HATTAN range are reliable adventure companions
which guarantee to provide you with what you are looking for in a sleeping
pad: Comfort, cosiness and - above all - a good night’s sleep. Their top
surface has a soft, textile touch to it, their bottom side minimizes sliding
on slick tent floors. The easy-to-use screw valve ensures quick self-inflation
and allows for further inflation and fast deflation after use. Before rolling
and packing, HATTAN 3.8 is folded lengthwise for reducing its pack size by
almost half. Available in two sizes. So, let’s go – anywhere!

FEATURES

Item no. M: 35 00 02 / L: 35 00 05
Botanical Garden

R-value

2.6

Min. ground temp.

-2.4°

Top shell fabric

75D Micro Brushed Polyester

Bottom shell fabric

75D Non-Sliding Polyester

Filling

PU Light Foam, 14 kg/m3

Filling construction

Vertical Perforation

Thickness

3.8 cm

Dimensions

M: 185 x 55 cm / L: 198 x 63 cm

Total weight

M: 1060 g / L: 1280 g

Pack size

M: Ø19 x 29 cm / L: Ø20 x 33 cm

Volume

M: 8.2 L / L: 10.3 L

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS

Available in 185 x 55 cm and 198 x 63 cm

both sizes more comfortable than standard mats

no need to lie still – move (in sleep) without falling of

Light Foam thickness of 3.8 cm

solid R-Value and insulation, comfortable height

even if lying on the side, you won‘t feel the ground

Micro brushed top and non-sliding bottom

top is soft to the touch and bottom minimizes sliding

you sleep well – on a mat that stays where you put it

Vertically perforated foam filling

less foam used – reduced mat weight and pack size

a small, light mat saves you weight and stowage

Compact all-plastic screw valve

light, low-wear and easy to operate

makes it easy to inflate further or deflate the mat

Foldable

mat can be folded lengthwise before rolling

minimized size makes it easier to stow the mat away

New Spring/Summer 2020 colours

two modern, bright and one more traditional colour

match your mat with your personal taste

185x55 cm
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3.8 cm
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19x29 cm

1060 g

R 2.6 / -2.4°

198x63 cm

3.8 cm

20x33 cm

1280 g

R 2.6 / -2.4°

HATTAN 5.0 M / L

Item no. M: 35 00 06 / L: 35 00 09
Meadowbrook

Item no. M: 35 00 07 / L: 35 00 10
American Beauty

Camping, travelling, hiking and trekking - wherever you go and whatever
you do, HATTAN 5.0 is the perfect, all-round travel companion providing
you with comfort, cosiness, a decent rest during the day and - above all
- a good night’s sleep. HATTAN’s top surface has a soft, textile touch to
it, its bottom side minimizes sliding on slick tent floors. The easy-to-use
screw valve ensures quick self-inflation and allows for further inflation and
fast deflation after use. Before rolling and packing, HATTAN 5.0 is folded
lengthwise for reducing its pack size by almost half. Available in two sizes.

FEATURES

Item no. M: 35 00 08 / L: 35 00 11
Botanical Garden

R-value

4.5

Min. ground temp.

-14°

Top shell fabric

75D Micro Brushed Polyester

Bottom shell fabric 75D Non-Sliding Polyester
Filling

PU Light Foam, 14 kg/m3

Filling construction Vertical & horizontal Perforation
Thickness

5 cm

Dimensions

M: 185 x 55 cm / L: 198 x 63 cm

Total weight

M: 1190 g / L: 1400 g

Pack size

M: Ø21 x 29 cm / L: Ø22 x 33 cm

Volume

M: 10 L / L: 12.5 L

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS

Available in 185 x 55 cm and 198 x 63 cm

both sizes more comfortable than standard mats

no need to lie still – move (in sleep) without falling of

Light Foam thickness of 5.0 cm

high R-Value and insulation, comfortable height

Kneeing, sitting, lying – you will not touch the ground

Micro brushed top and non-sliding bottom

top is soft to the touch and bottom minimizes sliding

you sleep well – on a mat that stays where you put it

Vertically and horizonal perforated foam filling

Reduced foam – lowest mat weight and small pack size

a small and light mat saves you weight and stowage

Compact all-plastic screw valve

light, low-wear and easy to operate

makes it easy to inflate further or deflate the mat

Foldable

mat can be folded lengthwise before rolling

minimized size makes it easier to stow the mat away

New Spring/Summer 2020 colours

two modern, bright and one more traditional colour

match your mat with your personal taste

185x55 cm

5.0 cm

21x29 cm

1190 g

R 4.5 / -14°

198x63 cm

5.0 cm

22x33 cm

1400 g

R 4.5 / -14°
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HATTAN 3.8 KIDS

Item no. 35 00 12
Meadowbrook

In short – it is a short HATTAN 3.8! It’s the kiddie’s version, coming with all
the features you will find with the regular HATTAN 3.8 mats. The thickness
of 3.8 centimetres provides proper insulation and shields off the cold
from the ground reliably throughout the whole family camping season.
HATTAN 3.8 KIDS packs small and is light in weight – so little adventurers
can effortlessly and proudly carry their own gear to the campsite. Its soft
touch top surface feels comfortable to lie on, even though the sleeping
bag might get out of place during the night. If needed, the mattress can be
cleaned under running water easily and dries quick afterwards – so, it can
be packed for the next sleepover or camping weekend right away.

FEATURES

ADVANTAGES

Item no. 35 00 13
American Beauty

R-value

2.6

Min. ground temp.

-2.4°

Top shell fabric

75D Micro Brushed Polyester

Bottom shell fabric

75D Non-Sliding Polyester

Filling

PU Light Foam, 14 kg/m3

Filling construction

Vertical Perforation

Thickness

3.8 cm

Dimensions

160 x 51 cm

Total weight

880 g

Pack size

Ø16 x 29 cm

Volume

5.8 L

BENEFITS

Kiddie‘s size

matching most children‘s sleeping bag sizes

perfect companion for little adventurers

Light Foam thickness of 3.8 cm

good R-Value and insulation, comfortable height

kids won’t feel any cold from ground and sleep tight

Micro brushed top and non-sliding bottom

top is soft to the touch and bottom minimizes sliding

kids sleep well – on a mat that stays where it is put

Vertically perforated foam filling

less foam used – reduced mat weight and pack size

a small and light mat saves weight and stowage

Compact all-plastic screw valve

light, low-wear and easy to operate – also for kids

makes it easy to inflate further or deflate the mat

Foldable

mat can be folded lengthwise before rolling

minimized size makes it easier to stow the mat away

New Spring/Summer 2020 colours

two modern and bright colours

Let your kid choose its favourite colour

160x51 cm
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16x29 cm

880 g

R 2.6 / -2.4°

HANCOCK 5.0 XW / DOUBLE

Item no. XW 35 00 14
Botanical Garden

The self-inflating mats of the HANCOCK series put comfort and cosiness
first! The Comfort Foam inside ensures that you sleep comfortable during
the night, have a good nap at day or sit on it without touching the cold
ground beneath the mat. Both HANCOCK 5.0 mats are comfortably
oversized – available in extra wide 76 centimetres (XW) or 130 centimetres
width (DOUBLE) – which makes them the perfect choice for camping
weekends, family bike trips with the cycle trailer or for bolstering your berth
up on a boat. The two wide-neck valves provide quick inflation and the
option to inflate further easily.

FEATURES

Item no. XW 35 00 15
American Beauty

Item no. DOUBLE 35 00 16
Botanical Garden

R-value

4.5

Min. ground temp.

-14°

Top shell fabric

75D Micro Brushed Polyester

Bottom shell fabric

75D Non-Sliding Polyester

Filling

PU Comfort Foam, 16 kg/m3

Filling construction

XW: Horizontal Perforation
Double: Full Foam

Thickness

5 cm

Dimensions

XW: 198 x 76 cm
DOUBLE: 198 x 130 cm

Total weight

XW: 2110 g / DOUBLE: 3740 g

Pack size

XW: Ø17 x 78 cm
DOUBLE: Ø23 x 68 cm

Volume

XW: 17.7 L / DOUBLE: 28.2 L

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS

Available in 198 x 76 cm and double width

comfortably oversized

the mats are comfortable beds to-go for one or two

Comfort Foam thickness of 5.0 cm

high R-Value and insulation, comfortable height

Kneeing, sitting, lying – you will not touch the ground

Micro brushed top and non-sliding bottom

top is soft to the touch and bottom minimizes sliding

you sleep well – on a mat that stays where you put it

Horizonal perforated foam filling (in XW size)

less foam used – reduced mat weight and pack size

a compact mat saves you weight and stowage

Two all-plastic wide-necked screw valve

low-wear and easy to operate – big air inlet/outlet

makes it easy to inflate further or deflate the mat

New Spring/Summer 2020 colours

one traditional, muted and one fresh, bright colour

match your mat with your personal taste

198x76 cm

5 cm

17x78 cm

2110 g

R 4.5 / -14°

198x130 cm

5 cm

23x68 cm

3740 g

R 4.5 / -14°
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HANCOCK 7.5 XW / DOUBLE

Item no. XW 35 00 17
Botanical Garden

With the HANCOCK 7.5 mats GRAND CANYON provides you with a bed
to go for one or two. Both mats are comfortably oversized – available in
extra wide 76 centimetres (XW) or 130 centimetres width (DOUBLE) – and
are proper 7.5 centimetres high. They are the perfect choice for camping
weekends, for bolstering your berth up on a boat or in your caravan or for
having a luxurious spare bed ready for guests. The Comfort Foam inside the
mats makes sure you will get a good night’s sleep at night. During the day,
HANCOCK 7.5 mats are most comfortable to sit and relax on. Two wideneck valves provide quick inflation and the option to inflate further easily.
The mats pack small and are light in weight, compared with their thickness
and the comfort they offer.

FEATURES

Item no. XW 35 00 18
American Beauty

Item no. DOUBLE 35 00 19
American Beauty

R-value

6.5

Min. ground temp.

-27°

Top shell fabric

75D Micro Brushed Polyester

Bottom shell fabric

75D Non-Sliding Polyester

Filling

PU Comfort Foam, 16 kg/m3

Filling construction

Horizontal Perforation

Thickness

7.5 cm

Dimensions

XW: 198 x 76 cm
DOUBLE: 198 x 130 cm

Total weight

XW: 2750 kg / Double: 4550 g

Pack size

XW: Ø18.5 x 78 cm
DOUBLE: Ø25 x 68 cm

Volume

XW: 21 L / DOUBLE: 33.3 L

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS

Available in 198 x 76 cm and double width

comfortably oversized

the mats are comfortable beds to-go for one or two

Comfort Foam thickness of 7.5 cm

top R-Value and insulation, most comfortable height

a mat almost as thick as your mat at home

Micro brushed top and non-sliding bottom

top is soft to the touch and bottom minimizes sliding

stays where you put it and feels very comfortable

Horizonal perforated foam filling

less foam used - reduced mat weight and pack size

a compact mat saves you weight and stowage

Two all-plastic wide-necked screw valve

low-wear and easy to operate – big air inlet/outlet

makes it easy to inflate further or deflate the mat

New Spring/Summer 2020 colours

one traditional, muted and one fresh, bright colour

match your mat with your personal taste

198x76 cm
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18.5x78 cm

2750 g

R 6.5 / -27°

198x130 cm

7.5 cm

25x68 cm

4550 g

R 6.5 / -27°

HANCOCK 10.0 XW

Item no. 35 00 20
Botanical Garden

It’s a bed. Period. But HANCOCK 10.0 XW is one you can roll up and take
everywhere! It is the most comfortable self-inflating mattress GRAND
CANYON has in the programme for 2020 – extra wide (XW) cut, extra
high (10 cm) lying height, yet – it is easy to pack and to take with you when
you go. Or you can offer it as a luxurious spare bed to overnight guests.
HANCOCK 10.0 XW is so much better than surfing the couch – and it is gone
the next day. Of course, you can take this HANCOCK mat to the campsite too
– but make sure you do not miss your day of departure at the end.

FEATURES

Item no. 35 00 21
American Beauty

R-value

9.0

Min. ground temp.

-43°

Top shell fabric

75D Micro Brushed Polyester

Bottom shell fabric

75D Non-Sliding Polyester

Filling

PU comfort Foam, 16 kg/m3

Filling construction

Horizontal Perforation

Thickness

10 cm

Dimensions

198 x 76 cm

Total weight

3300 g

Pack size

Ø21 x 78 cm

Volume

27 L

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS

Available in 198 x 76 cm

comfortably oversized

this mat is a comfortable bed to bring anywhere

Comfort Foam thickness of 10.0 cm

highest R-Value and insulation, most comfortable

a mat as thick as your mat at home

Micro brushed top and non-sliding bottom

top is soft to the touch and bottom minimizes sliding

stays where you put it and feels very comfortable

Horizonal perforated foam filling

less foam used – reduced mat weight and pack size

a compact mat saves you weight and stowage

Two all-plastic wide-necked screw valve

low-wear and easy to operate – big air inlet/outlet

makes it easy to inflate further or deflate the mat

New Spring/Summer 2020 colours

one traditional, muted and one fresh, bright colour

match your mat with your personal taste

198x76 cm

10 cm

21x78 cm

3300 g

R 9.0 / -43°
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Hammocks
Comfort to go. Our new lightweight and compact BASS travel hammocks are an ideal choice for a quick nap in the
park nearby, for putting up a “swinging sofa” in front of the tent or – for the more adventurous types – for sleeping
outdoors in the 1.000-star hotel. The BASS hammocks include all that is needed to set them up – carabiners, long
webbing straps and a pair of tree savers. They are available in single, double and mosquito version and in two
appealing colour ways.

Information
For every hammock we provide you with a brief product introduction, all technical details, a full F•A•B list, the main
dimensions and a set of product data icons for quick reference using these pictograms:

Size

Pack size

Weight

Weight load

Mosquito net
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BASS HAMMOCK / DOUBLE

Item no. 36 00 24 / DOUBLE: 36 00 26
Storm

Fancy a lazy Sunday afternoon in your garden or in the nearby park? Or do
you want to go on a real adventure, sleeping in the open under the stars?
Then the new BASS hammocks from GRAND CANYON are your first choice.
With a real small pack size and a weight of only 440 g (BASS HAMMOCK) or
750 g (BASS HAMMOCK DOUBLE), they are easy to bring with you anywhere
you go. Each hammock includes a set of carabiners, two 2.5 metres long
webbing straps and a pair of tree savers – wide webbing tube sleeves
protecting the trees you suspend your hammock from barking or cutting.
Choose from two sizes: chill on you own or share a two-seater.

FEATURES

Item no. 36 00 25 / DOUBLE: 36 00 27
Rooibos Tea

Hammock fabric

70D Tear-proof Nylon

Frame

-

Maximum load

150 kg
DOUBLE: 180 kg

Dimensions

270 x 130 cm
DOUBLE: 290 x 230 cm

Total weight

440 g
DOUBLE: 750 g

Pack size

Ø10 x 19 cm
DOUBLE: Ø12 x 20 cm

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS

Available in two comfortably wide sizes

both sizes offer plenty of space and comfort

most pleasant to sit, sprawl or gently swing in

Light “parachute silk” Nylon fabric

low weight, small pack size, yet strong and sturdy

wherever you go – bring along your comfy hammock

Carabiners, webbing straps, tree savers

all accessories needed for putting up are included

you do not need to buy extra – you are ready to go!

Two 2.5 metres long webbing straps

allow to suspend the hammock from distant trees

Even if the spot is not ideal – your BASS adapts easily

Pair of tree savers

protects trees from barking and cutting

Enjoy comfort and save nature at the same time

Spring/Summer 2020 colours

available in two trendy, modern colours

choose your hammock to fit your purpose and taste

270x130 cm
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10x19 cm
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440 g

150 kg

290x230 cm

12x20 cm

750 g

180 kg

BASS MOSQUITO HAMMOCK

Item no. 36 00 28
Storm

Ready for a real adventure tour? BASS MOQUITO HAMMOCK is your trusty
companion for a walk on the wild side. It is light, packs small, yet it is sturdy
and strong. This version of the BASS hammock is equipped with a sewn-on,
zippered mosquito net that shields you from bugs and insects, but at the
same time allows you to sleep out in the open. Everything you will need for
using the hammock is included in the packsack – except two trees to suspend
it from. It comes with a pair of anti-barking tree savers, two considerably
long webbing straps that bridge even bigger distances between trees and
two carabiners for clicking in the hammock easily.

FEATURES

ADVANTAGES

Item no. 36 00 29
Rooibos Tea

Hammock fabric

70D Tear-proof Nylon

Frame

-

Maximum load

150 kg

Dimensions

270 x 150 cm

Total weight

660 g

Pack size

Ø12 x 19 cm

BENEFITS

Comfortably wide size

offer plenty of space and comfort

most pleasant to sit, sprawl or gently swing in

Light “parachute silk” Nylon fabric

low weight, small pack size, yet strong and sturdy

wherever you go – bring along your comfy hammock

Sewn-on mosquito net with zipper

protects from bugs and insects

yet lets you sleep in the open - at the 1000-star hotel

Carabiners, webbing straps, tree savers

all accessories needed for putting up are included

you do not need to buy extra – you are ready to go!

Two 2.5 metres long webbing straps

allow to suspend the hammock from distant trees

Even if the spot is not ideal – your BASS adapts easily

Pair of tree savers

protects trees from barking and cutting

Enjoy comfort and save nature at the same time

Spring/Summer 2020 colours

available in two trendy, modern colours

choose your hammock to fit your purpose and taste

270x150 cm

12x19 cm

650 g

150 kg

Mosquito net
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Light & Comfort Furniture
For an even more pleasurable camping and glamping experience GRAND CANYON offers a great range of outdoor
furniture. The light furniture series is designed for those who go hiking, biking or canoeing, but do not want to
spend their time on the ground. The SUPAI and SINYALA chairs and TUCKET TABLES bring a certain comfort to your
adventure trips, yet they are light in weight and can be packed down real small. For even more comfort and camping
cosiness, there is the new EL TOVAR comfort chair line, the big TUCKUP TABLE and the TOPAZ CAMPING BEDS. With
these, a family tent effortlessly turns into a home away from home with a living and dinging room and bedrooms
featuring real beds. They are also great to bring in a caravan or on a boat, as they also can be folded down and
stowed away easily for transport.

Information
For every product on the following pages we provide you with basic product information, all technical details, a
F•A•B list, the main dimensions and a set of product data icons for quick reference using these pictograms:

Size

Pack size

Weight

Weight load
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SUPAI

Item no. 36 00 00
Eden

SUPAI is a classical three-legged stool to bring anywhere. It features a
comfortably wide-cut, sturdy, abrasion resistant Oxford Polyester seat and
robust aluminium legs, carrying up to 100 kg. Its three legs guarantee a safe
and stable stand at any time. It comes complete with Velcro loop for tiedown, a hand carry strap and a packsack.

FEATURES

ADVANTAGES

Item no. 36 00 01
Falcon

Top cloth

60D Oxford Polyester

Frame

Aluminium

Maximum load

100 kg

Dimensions

34 x 34 x 44 cm

Seat height

44 cm

Total weight

520 g

Pack size

Ø8 x 58 cm

BENEFITS

Sturdy Oxford Polyester seat

good abrasion resistance – yet, soft to the touch

SUPAI is a reliable companion, bringing you comfort

Big seating

for even weight distribution, comfortable sitting

relaxed and comfortable sitting – also over longer time

Sturdy, non-wobbly aluminium legs

carry comparably high loads and give safe stand

suitable for everyone – good overall feeling of safety

Small pack size

can be folded up and tied up for easy transport

easy for you to bring and to stow away

Hand carry strap and Velcro loop

easy to tie up and transport

packed in seconds, easy to carry over one shoulder

Packsack included

for storage and transport

can be haul around easily and stowed away neatly

New Spring/Summer 2020 colours

available in two calm, yet modern colours

match your gear with its purpose and your taste

34x34x44 cm
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8x58 cm
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520 g

100 kg

SUPAI MINI

Item no. 36 00 04
Eden

GRAND CANYON’s lightest! SUPAI MINI is an absolute featherweight, yet it
brings you the full comfort of sitting on a chair. SUPAI MINI is a three-legged
stool to take with you anywhere. It features a sturdy, abrasion resistant
Oxford Polyester seat and a lightweight aluminium leg structure, carrying
up to 100 kg. Its three legs guarantee a safe and stable stand at any time.
Comes with packsack and Velcro strap for tie-down. With SUPAI MINI your
days of sitting crouched on the ground are finally over!

FEATURES

ADVANTAGES

Item no. 36 00 05
Falcon

Top cloth

60D Oxford Polyester

Frame

Aluminium

Maximum load

100 kg

Dimensions

28 x 28 x 28 cm

Seat height

28 cm

Total weight

318 g

Pack size

Ø7 x 36 cm

BENEFITS

Sturdy Oxford Polyester seat

good abrasion resistance – yet, soft to the touch

SUPAI MINI is reliable and brings you comfort

Super low weight of 280 g

hardly to be recognized when you pack and go

bring anywhere – without thinking about weight

Sturdy, non-wobbly aluminium leg structure

carries comparably high loads and gives safe stand

suitable for everyone – good overall feeling of safety

Extremely small pack size

can be folded up and tied up for easy transport

easy for you to bring and to stow away

Packsack and Velcro loop

easy to tie up and transport

can be haul around easily and stowed away neatly

New Spring/Summer 2020 colours

available in two calm, yet modern colours

match your gear with its purpose and your taste

28x28x28 cm

7x36 cm

318 g

100 kg
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SINYALA MICRO

Item no. 36 00 06
Eden

Incredibly relaxed and comfortable seating for a chair of such small size.
SINYALA MICRO is a foldable camping chair that can accompany you
anywhere you go. Bring it with you to the park, to the festival or to your
adventure camp – it almost fits into the pocket of your jacket. Its main
seating area is made from Air Mesh to allow decent ventilation on a hot
summer day – the mesh also dries quick if you forget to bring the chair inside
before the rain. The foldable, lightweight aluminium frame carries up to 100
kg. SINYALA MICRO comes with packsack and Velcro strap for tie-down.

FEATURES

ADVANTAGES

Item no. 36 00 07
Falcon

Top cloth

60D Oxford Polyester + Air Mesh

Frame

Aluminium

Maximum load

100 kg

Dimensions

22.5 x 21 x 24 cm

Seat height

24 cm

Total weight

320 g

Pack size

12.5 x 4 x 26 cm

BENEFITS

Seat made from Air Mesh and Oxford Polyester

polyester is sturdy, the mesh allows for ventilation

SINYALA is reliable and keeps you comfort on hot days

Collapsible, sturdy aluminium frame

carries loads up to 100 kg, remarkable for its size

a chair suitable for everyone that folds away small

Extremely small pack size and low weight

can be folded up real small

easy for you to bring anywhere and to stow away

Packsack and Velcro loop

easy to tie up and transport

can be haul around easily and stowed away neatly

New Spring/Summer 2020 colours

available in two calm, yet modern colours

match your gear with its purpose and your taste

22.5x21x24 cm 12.5x4x26 cm
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320 g

100 kg

SINYALA MINI

Item no. 36 00 08
Eden

SINYALA MINI is a four-legged stool that brings you the all the comfort of
sitting on a real chair – but merely adding 500 grams to your luggage. What
a fair deal! Ideal for festivals, afternoons in the park – or simply for when
you cannot stand crouching on the ground anymore when you are out and
about. It features a sturdy, abrasion resistant Oxford Polyester seat and a
lightweight aluminium leg structure, carrying up to 100 kg. The aluminium
frame guarantees a safe and stable stand at any time. SINYALA MINI comes
with packsack and Velcro strap for tie-down.

FEATURES

ADVANTAGES

Item no. 36 00 09
Falcon

Top cloth

60D Oxford Polyester

Frame

Aluminium

Maximum load

100 kg

Dimensions

30 x 30 x 32 cm

Seat height

32 cm

Total weight

545 g

Pack size

Ø8 x 41 cm

BENEFITS

Sturdy Oxford Polyester seat

good abrasion resistance – yet, soft to the touch

SINYALA MINI is reliable and brings you comfort

Low weight

adding only 500 grams when you pack and go

bring anywhere easily

Sturdy, non-wobbly aluminium leg structure

carries comparably high loads and gives safe stand

suitable for everyone – good overall feeling of safety

Small pack size

can be folded up and tied up for easy transport

easy for you to bring and to stow away

Packsack and Velcro loop

easy to tie up and transport

can be haul around easily and stowed away neatly

New Spring/Summer 2020 colours

available in two calm, yet modern colours

match your gear with its purpose and your taste

30x30x32 cm

8x41 cm

545 g

100 kg
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TUCKET TABLE MICRO

Item no. 36 00 30
Aluminium

For now you have equipped yourself with GRAND CANYON’s lightweight
chairs and stools, you should enhance your camp comfort further. The
light, small packing, yet durable aluminium tables of the TUCKET series go
together well with our lightweight SUPAI and SINYALA furniture. TUCKET
TABLE MICRO is the smaller of the two, but providing you with proper space
for parking your teacups or sundowners – or for putting up your camping
stove and gas lanterns stable and in safe distance from the ground. It is
adjustable in height – so you can also use it while sitting on the ground in
front of your tent.

FEATURES

ADVANTAGES

Frame

Aluminium

Maximum load

30 kg

Dimensions

40 x 28 x 10/16 cm

Total weight

700 g

Pack size

10 x 8 x 42 cm

BENEFITS

Foldable, sturdy aluminium frame and tabletop

carries loads up to 30 kg, plenty of space

you can put up your whole camp kitchen on it

Adjustable height

table height can be set to 10 cm or 16 cm

adopts to your purpose and needs

Suitable for camping cookers and lanterns

the table top allows for placing heat sources on it

protect the ground and cook at a convenient height

Small pack size and low weight

can be folded up small, does not add much weight

easy for you to bring anywhere and to stow away

Packsack included

easy to transport and carry around

can be haul around easily and stowed away neatly

40x28x10/16 cm 10x8x42 cm
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700 g

30 kg

TUCKET TABLE MINI

Item no. 36 00 10
Aluminium

Enhance your camping comfort even further. TUCKET TABLE MINI goes
together really well with our SUPAI and SINYALA stools, providing you with
proper tabletop to park your teacups or sundowners – never spill a wellearned drink on bumpy ground ever again. You can also use the TUCKET
tables for putting up your camping cookers and gas lanterns stable and in
safe distance from the ground. All TUCKET tables come with a carry bag.

FEATURES

ADVANTAGES

Frame

Aluminium

Maximum load

30 kg

Dimensions

40 x 34 x 32 cm

Total weight

820 g

Pack size

7 x 11 x 44 cm

BENEFITS

Foldable, sturdy aluminium strcuture and tabletop

carries loads up to 30 kg, plenty of space

you can put up your whole camp kitchen on it

Suitable for camping cookers and lanterns

the table top allows for placing heat sources on it

protect the ground and cook at a convenient height

Small pack size and low weight

can be folded up small, does not add much weight

easy for you to bring anywhere and to stow away

Packsack included

easy to transport and carry around

can be haul around easily and stowed away neatly

40x34x32 cm

7x11x44 cm

820 g

30 kg
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EL TOVAR

Item no. 36 00 11
Dark Blue

EL TOVAR is a very comfortable, light folding chair that brings you the all
the comfort you know from your armchair at home. It is part of the new
EL TOVAR series with which you can turn your family tent vestibule or your
seating area under a tarp into a real living room and dining area effortlessly.
The EL TOVARS are also great to bring in a caravan or on a boat, as they can
be folded down rather small and stowed away easily for transport. EL TOVAR
comes with a fitting carry bag – and with just above 3 kilos, you can take it
with you everywhere you go.

FEATURES

ADVANTAGES

Item no. 36 00 12
Falcon

Top cloth

60D Oxford Polyester

Frame

Aluminium

Maximum load

100 kg

Dimensions

73 x 57 x 88 cm

Seat height

45 cm

Total weight

3200 g

Pack size

111.5 x 15 x 14 cm

BENEFITS

Sturdy Oxford Polyester seat and back rest

good abrasion resistance – yet, soft to the touch

EL TOVAR is reliable, bringing you great comfort

Big seating area, decent back rest and armrests

for even weight distribution, comfortable sitting

relaxed and comfortable sitting – also over longer time

Sturdy aluminium frame and strong legs

carry comparably high loads and give safe stand

suitable for everyone – good overall feeling of safety

Good pack size and low weight

can be folded up and transported easily

easy for you to bring and to stow away

Carry bag included

for storage and easy transport

can be haul around easily and stowed away neatly

New Spring/Summer 2020 colours

available in two calm, yet modern colours

match your gear with its purpose and your taste

73x57x88 cm
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3200 g

100 kg

EL TOVAR HIGHBACK

Item no. 36 00 13
Dark Blue

EL TOVAR is a very comfortable chair featuring a decent seating, armrests
and a high back rest that brings real comfort to your camp. As it packs
rather small and weighs under 3.5 kilos thanks to its lightweight, but sturdy
aluminium frame, it is an ideal choice for caravaning, boat trips and long
camping weekends with family and friends. And if you go the beach, you
can bring your EL TOVAR HIGHBACK along, too. All EL TOVARS come with a
fitting carry bag.

FEATURES

ADVANTAGES

Item no. 36 00 14
Falcon

Top cloth

60D Oxford Polyester

Frame

Aluminium

Maximum load

100 kg

Dimensions

76 x 58 x 111 cm

Seat height

45 cm

Total weight

3480 g

Pack size

111.5 x 14.5 x 14.5 cm

BENEFITS

Sturdy Oxford Polyester seat and back rest

good abrasion resistance – yet, soft to the touch

this chair is reliable and brings you great camp comfort

Elongated – higher - back rest

forming a decent headrest

you can rest your head, dream and chill

Big seating area, high back rest and armrests

for even weight distribution, comfortable sitting

relaxed and comfortable sitting – also over longer time

Sturdy aluminium frame and strong legs

carry comparably high loads and give safe stand

suitable for everyone – good overall feeling of safety

Good pack size and low weight

can be folded up and transported easily

easy for you to bring and to stow away

Carry bag included

for storage and easy transport

can be haul around easily and stowed away neatly

New Spring/Summer 2020 colours

available in two calm, yet modern colours

match your gear with its purpose and your taste

76x58x111 cm 111.5x14.5x14.5 cm

3480 g

100 kg
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EL TOVAR LOUNGER

Item no. 36 00 15
Dark Blue

For even more comfort and cosiness we have added a footrest to this one.
Apart from that, the EL TOVAR LOUNGER has the exact same dimensions
and features as the highback version of EL TOVAR. It is really great to sit in, to
put the feet up and to doze off on a sunny afternoon on the campsite, at the
lake or in the park nearby. With its weight of less than 4 kilos and a packing
volume of less than 30 litres, the EL TOVAR LOUNGER can be brought
anywhere.

FEATURES

ADVANTAGES

Item no. 36 00 16
Falcon

Top cloth

60D Oxford Polyester

Frame

Aluminium

Maximum load

100 kg

Dimensions

123 x 58 x 111 cm

Seat height

45 cm

Total weight

4630 g

Pack size

111.5 x 16.5 x 14.5 cm

BENEFITS

Sturdy Oxford Polyester seat and back rest

good abrasion resistance – yet, soft to the touch

this chair is reliable and brings you great camp comfort

Elongated – higher - back rest and footrest

forming a decent headrest

lean back, dream and chill and doze off for a while

Big seating area, high back, armrests, footrest

for even weight distribution, comfortable sitting

relaxed and comfortable sitting – also over longer time

Sturdy aluminium frame and strong legs

carry comparably high loads and give safe stand

suitable for everyone – good overall feeling of safety

Good pack size and low weight

can be folded up and transported easily

easy for you to bring and to stow away

Carry bag included

for storage and easy transport

can be haul around easily and stowed away neatly

New Spring/Summer 2020 colours

available in two calm, yet modern colours

match your gear with its purpose and your taste

123x58.5x111 cm 111.5x16.5x14.5 cm
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4630 g

100 kg

TUCKUP TABLE

Item no. 36 00 21
Aluminium

Having equipped your camp with GRAND CANYON’s EL TOVAR chairs, you
now can enhance your camping comfort even further. Our TUCKUP TABLE is
a full diner table that you can bring with you when you are out and about.
It provides you with proper space for your whole camping kitchen or for
sitting and dining with family and friends. Put cups, glasses and dinnerware
as well as your camping cookers or gas lanterns safely up from the bumpy
ground. The TUCKUP TABLE is adjustable in height – So, you can use it
as the central meeting point where everybody gathers or you can place it
discretely between two EL TOVAR LOUNGERS, functioning as a low garden
table to park your teacups or sundowners on.

FEATURES

ADVANTAGES

Frame

Aluminium

Maximum load

50 kg

Dimensions

100 x 65 x 43/65 cm

Total weight

5.7 kg

Pack size

98 x 30 x 10 cm

BENEFITS

Foldable, sturdy aluminium frame and large tabletop

carries loads up to 50 kg, plenty of space atop

you can put up all your kitchen stuff and dinnerware

Adjustable height

table height can be set to 43 cm or 65 cm

adopts to your purpose and needs

Suitable for camping cookers and lanterns

the table top allows for placing heat sources on it

protect the ground and cook at a convenient height

Small pack size and low weight

can be folded up small, does not add much weight

easy for you to bring anywhere and to stow away

Packsack included

easy to transport and carry around

can be haul around easily and stowed away neatly

100x65x43/65 cm 98x30x10 cm

5.7 kg

50 kg
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TOPAZ CAMPING BED M / L

Item no. M: 36 00 17 / L: 36 00 19
Dark Blue

Turn your family tent sleeping cabin or your big group tent into a proper
bedroom with our new GRAND CANYON camping beds. All TOPAZ
CAMPING BEDS are extremely robust, based on strong, reinforced
aluminium frames, and are fitted with a most durable Oxford Polyester top
cloth. Unlike the most camping beds out there, the cloth stretches over the
entire length of each TOPAZ CAMPING BED – without any head bar or foot
bar getting in the way and shorten the usable length. By omitting these
bars, GRAND CANYON also has reduced the steps needed to assemble the
folding beds: Just unfold the bed and lock the legs. Done! We wish you a
great night’s sleep.

FEATURES

Top cloth

60D Oxford Polyester

Frame

Aluminium

Maximum load

150 kg

Dimensions

M: 190 x 62 x 42 cm
L: 210 x 62 x 42 cm

Seat height

42 cm

Total weight

M: 6.0 kg
L: 6.3 kg

Pack size

M: 96 x 20 x 10 cm
L: 106 x 20 x 10 cm

ADVANTAGES

Available in two different sizes

Item no. M: 36 00 18 / L: 36 00 20
Falcon

size can be chosen according to personal demand

BENEFITS
find a camping bed that is convenient for you

Sturdy Oxford Polyester sleeping area

good abrasion resistance – yet, soft to the touch

this bed is reliable and brings you great camp comfort

Sturdy aluminium frame and strong legs

carry high loads and give safe stand

suitable for everyone – good overall feeling of safety

No annoying head bar and foot bar

the whole length of sleeping area can be used now

use the bed’s full length, never bonk your head

New pre-assembly concept with less steps

for fast and easy set-up in very few steps

do not worry about how to put it up – it is really easy

Good pack size and reasonable weight for a bed

can be folded up and transported easily

easy for you to bring your bed and stow away after

Carry bag included

for storage and easy transport

can be haul around easily and stowed away neatly

New Spring/Summer 2020 colours

available in two calm, yet modern colours

match your gear with its purpose and your taste

190x62x42 cm

76

96x20x10 cm

GRAND CANYON

6 kg

150 kg

210x62x42 cm 106x20x10 cm

6.3 kg

150 kg

TOPAZ CAMPING BED COVER M / L

Item no. M: 36 00 22 / L: 36 00 23
Dark Blue

Bringing a camping bed is only the first step to ensure a good night’s sleep.
Most people do not know, that a camping bed might lift you off the cold
ground – but you would just lie midair, surrounded by cold air. So, what you
need to bring to sleep tight and feel comfortable and warm is a padded
camping bed cover that provides proper insulation when put upon a camping
bed. Of course, GRAND CANYON knows of the importance of insulation
layers and with the TOPAZ CAMPING BED COVERS offers exactly these –
matching with the two TOPAZ CAMPING BEDS. The TOPAZ covers are soft to
the touch and feel very comfortable. The covers are reversible – allowing you
to match the colour with your liking. Packsack included.

FEATURES

ADVANTAGES

Top shell fabric

190T Micro Fibre Polyester

Botom shell fabric

190T Micro Fibre Polyester

Filling

Micro Polyester Hollow Fibre

Dimensions

M: 192 x 65 cm
L: 212 x 65 cm

Total weight

M: 1100 g / L: 1350 g

Pack size

M: 24 x 35 cm
L: 24 x 38 cm

BENEFITS

Match with TOPAZ CAMPING BEDS

perfect fit with GRAND CANYON camping beds

it is the perfect bedding for your camping bed

Micro Fibre Polyester lining

quick drying, soft touch lining

feels as comfortable as your blanket at home

Micro Polyester Hollow Fibre filling

ensures proper insulation

do not chill through on your camp bed – stay warm!

Light fabric and filling

low weight and small pack size

carry less and bring more

Reversible

Two-coloured to be used with either side up

match with your TOPAZ CAMPING BED and your taste

192x65 cm

24x35 cm

1100 g

212x65 cm

24x38 cm

1350 g
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GRAND CANYON - A RESPONSIBLE PARTNER

WHAT IS BSCI?
The Business Social Compliance Initiative (BCSI) is a supply
chain management system that suports companies to drive
social compliance and improvements within the factories
and farms in their global supply chains. BSCI brings together
more than 1,500 brands, retailers, importers and national
associations who all wants to improve the political and
legal framework for a more sustainable trade. The initiative strives to secure guaranteed minimum wages for the
workers, to eliminate child labour, to make working hours
compliant with national laws and to assure a healthy and
safe working environment.

WHAT IS REACH?
REACH stands for Registration, Evaluation, Authorization
and Restriction of Chemicals and is a set of regulations
towards which chemicals are allowed to use in products in
Europe. It came into effect on June 1st 2007 and replaced
a number of directives and regulations set by the European
Union with a single system. REACH is an ever increasing list
of forbidden chemicals and maximum allowed levels of substances used in any given product. Currently 169 substances
are named on the list. Overall the aim of REACH is to provide
a high level of protection of human health and the environment from harmful chemicals.

HOW DOES GRAND CANYON WORK WITH BSCI?
GRAND CANYON products are manufactured in different
countries across the globe. Therefore we need a common
ground for securing that all the people involved in the
production are covered by a global Code of Conduct. Our
products are mainly produced in Asia where we have a local
office to ensure that the agreed standards are implemented
and followed. We have always aimed at building long-term
relations with our suppliers and most of them have been
working with us for 20-30 years. We wish to continue and
develop these strong long-term partnerships, and even
though these relationships have been built on mutual
respect, we still believe that it is important to strive for the
best. To do this and at the same time ensure a structured
and professional development of the cooperations we have,
Nordisk joined the BSCI for all its brands, including GRAND
CANYON.

HOW DOES GRAND CANYON WORK WITH REACH?
At Nordisk and its brands, including GRAND CANYON, we
are working actively to reduce and eliminate the range of
chemicals used in the products as well as in the production
process. We therefore strive to ensure that the materials
and chemicals used are as eco friendly and non-harmful as
possible. From preparation of raw materials to actual production - including the people engaged in it - to the use of
the products by the end consumer. In this work we have two
main focus points. The most pivotal is to reduce PVC in our
production. PVC is a cheap, strong and stable material, but
it can contain hazardous substances like phthalates. Therefore we work actively to reduce the content of phthalates to
zero. Our second aim is to use recycled materials whenever
possible.

© Nordisk Company A/S 2019
All data, illustrations, specifications and information provided in
this document are property of Nordisk Company A/S and shall not
be reproduced, copied, shared or used in any other manner than
agreed without prior written consent of Nordisk Company A/S.
All texts, images and drawings owned by Nordisk Company A/S
unless stated otherwise.
Subject to technical changes and misprints!

GET IN TOUCH
GRAND CANYON
International & headquarters

GRAND CANYON
Germany, Austria, Switzerland

GRAND CANYON
Asia

GRAND CANYON
Japan

Nordisk Company A/S
Papirfabrikken 74
8600 Silkeborg
Denmark
Phone: +45 7373 4000
E-mail: info@nordisk.eu

Nordisk Freizeit GmbH
Max-Weber-Strasse 16
25451 Quickborn
Germany
Phone +49 4106 76770
E-mail: info@nordisk.de

Nordisk Asia Limited
Unit 904, Zhong Rong Heng Rui
West Tower, 560 Zhang Yang Rd
200122 Shanghai
China
Phone: +86 1390 1625 206
E-mal: jpo@nordisk.eu

Greenland Aoyama Bldg. 301,
6-6-22, Minami-Aoyama,
Minato-ku,
Tokyo 107-0031
Japan

OR VISIT US AT: WWW.GRAND-CANYON.DK

Phone: +83 6885 8206
E-mail: wsz@nordisk.eu

Mus dolorunt. Quiande llabores aut odipien ihiligenimi, odit, ipsa apicien
iaturepra atur maxime dolendus dolores totatiorpos sendus, nonsed eatem
voluptiosae. Omnis eum idit liciatae moluptio. Eque discius, ipid ute velecus
vent re volupid que vero moluptatus antiam sam idemolluptat adis moloribus
sum nonsequias.

FEATURES

Flysheet fabric

68D 190T Polyester PU

Water column flysheet

3000 mm

Floor fabric

100% Polyethylene PU

Water column floor

5000 mm

Inner tent fabric

Mosquito Mesh

Poles

Fibreglass

Pegs

Steel

Total weight

1700 g

Pack size

Ø13 x 28 cm

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS

Tunnel tent construction

Inner tent can be put up separately

Tunnel tent construction

Inner tent can be put up separately

All mesh inner tent

PU coated fly sheet and floor, sealed seams

All mesh inner tent

PU coated fly sheet and floor, sealed seams

Tunnel tent construction

Light fabrics and components

Light fabrics and components

Light fabrics and components

PU coated fly sheet and floor, sealed seams

Tunnel tent construction

All mesh inner tent

Reflective guy lines

PU coated fly sheet and floor, sealed seams

Light fabrics and components

Inner tent can be put up separately

All mesh inner tent

Tunnel tent construction

Side vestibule

Light fabrics and components

PU coated fly sheet and floor, sealed seams

PU coated fly sheet and floor, sealed seams

Inner tent can be put up separately

Light fabrics and components

New Spring/Summer 2020 colours

fresh and lively or traditional muted colour

since 1993

match the tent colour with your purpose and taste

